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Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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Foreword
Wi-Fi is changing the world around us. It's changing the way we work, play, and interact with
each other. The economics of Wi-Fi are rapidly changing the landscape for the delivery of
high-speed
wireless
data services. It allows you to stay connected, compressing time by
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a
flight to Beijing connected to the local Wi-Fi network syncing
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up e-mail from the long flight from the United States.
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GHzDecember
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frequency bands. It quickly became popular as a way for businesses
23, 2003
to make
their
employees
ISBN: 1-58705-077-3 more productive by allowing them to remain connected to the
network
when they were away from the office. With multiple vendors building to a common
Pages: 312
standard and an interoperability certification program provided by the Wi-Fi Alliance, the
performance of Wi-Fi equipment increased while the cost rapidly declined. Wi-Fi soon became
popular as a consumer technology and is now a standard feature on many laptop computers
and handheld devices. Today, readily available single PC cards can operate from 1 Mbps to
54 Mbps in both the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz bands at a cost that's less than what most people
Master
the for
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in designing,
building, and
a Ciscoand
Aironet
WLAN.
might pay
a cellular
phone. Compare
this managing
speed, mobility,
cost to
the $700 that one
might have paid for a 9600 Kbps modem about ten years ago, and you can see that Wi-Fi
technology is accelerating at a pace comparable to few technologies before it.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
IEEE 802.11, or Wi-Fi, has expanded from its vertical application roots of warehousing,
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
inventory management, and linking cash registers together to a horizontal application used
SOHO, and enterprise networks
by many of us at home and at work. Today, Wi-Fi is primarily used as a high-speed wireless
extension
the Ethernet
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all around
us, connecting
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while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
New
standards
client mobility,
and rapid evolving
equipment
create
the by
802.11
Wirelessextensions,
LAN Fundamentals
helps networking
professionals
realizeall
these
benefits
potential
for
confusion.
What
do
the
alphabet
soup
of
802.11
standards
mean
and
which
ones
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
should
you
be interested
in?organizations.
How many access points will you need, and where should you
to
justify
their
value within
deploy them? What about user mobility and its impact on legacy applications? Should any
special considerations be given for your particular business? We are still early in the adoption
and growth of Wi-Fi technology, and many exciting things lie ahead. This book helps you
grasp the fundamentals of Wi-Fi networking and prepares you for the best that's yet to come.

Dennis Eaton
Chairman, Wi-Fi Alliance
www.wi-fi.org
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Introduction
How many times have you needed network or Internet access at home and wished you could
work in a different room, or even outside, without having to run a long Ethernet cable? How
many
times Table
have of
you
been in a public spot, such as an airport or hotel, and realized you
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needed
to
send
a
quick
e-mail? How many hours have you wasted sitting in conference rooms
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between
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while
your e-mails pile up?
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If Pejman
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like thousands
of other

corporate network users, telecommuters, business
travelers, and home users, the answer is more than once. Network users take heed: 802.11based
Publisher:
WLANs
Cisco
hold
Press
the answer for you. 802.11-based networks provide the much sought-after
mobility
andDecember
bandwidth
that network users have been asking for.
Pub Date:
23, 2003
ISBN: 1-58705-077-3

WLANs are not a new concept. They have been around for decades. The 802.11 standard was
Pages: 312
ratified in 1997, so why is it that WLANs are really starting to take off now? The answers are
bandwidth and cost. Early wireless networks, such as Aloha, ARDIS, and Ricochet, offered
data rates of less than 1 Mbps. The 802.11 standard offers vendor interoperable rates as high
as 2 Mbps. The ratification of 802.11b in 1999 raised the bar to 11 Mbps, competing against
wired 10 Mbps Ethernet rates. The 802.11a and 802.11g standards offer data rates as high
Master
the basics
designing,
building,aand
a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
as
54 Mbps,
givinginwired
Fast Ethernet
run managing
for its money.
As early implementers of WLANs, vertical industries such as retail stores, healthcare
Master
themanufacturers
basics of Wireless
LANs
withthat
thisWLANs
conciseand
design
and deployment
providers,
and
see the
value
wireless
applications guide
bring.
Many of these industries rely on WLANs as core components of their business. As a result,
Understand
issues for
a variety of
environments
including
vertical,
vendors
are risingimplementation
to meet the challenge
of delivering
cost-effective
WLAN
solutions
for these
SOHO,
and
enterprise
networks
customers. Vendors can increase their manufacturing volumes and lower their costs and as a
result their prices, making WLAN hardware available to consumer and enterprise customers
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
at reasonable prices.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
Although 802.11 networks are a LAN topology, they present new challenges to network
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localadministrators who are accustomed to a world of wires and wired-based network
area networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
technologies such as 802.3 Ethernet networks. Issues like site surveys, security, QoS, and
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
network-device mobility require attention that a network administrator might not have the
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
experience to give.
recommendations.
The premise to this book is to discuss the aspects of 802.11 in terms that IT and network
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
engineers can relate to. This book is a reference guide to operating and troubleshooting
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
802.11 networks and also serves as the first stepping stone to bridge the gap between wired
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
and wireless networks.
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

How This Book Is Organized
Beginning in Chapter 1, "Ethernet Technologies," we cover the different flavors of Ethernet
networks, from 10 Mbps Ethernet to Gigabit Ethernet. This chapter provides a review of
Ethernet as a point of contrast for you as you continue with this book. Examining a simple yet
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mature technology
should give you some perspective on the challenges of deploying and
•
Index WLANs.
planning 802.11
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Chapter
"802.11
Wireless
By
Pejman 2,
Roshan
, Jonathan
Leary LANs," provides an overview of the technology in the frame of
reference of Ethernet. It provides an overview of the 802.11 wireless Media Access Control
(MAC) layer while detailing the basic functions that it performs.
Publisher: Cisco Press

Pub Date:
December 23,
2003 Layer Technologies," overviews the physical layer (PHY)
Chapter
3, "802.11
Physical
ISBN: 1-58705-077-3
technologies
used to create the 802.11, 802.11b, 802.11a, and 802.11g physical layers. They
are reviewed
Pages: 312
in the context of the basic building blocks of radios. We also present the specific
interface between the MAC and the PHY that has allowed the easy expansion of newer PHYs.

Chapter 4, "802.11 Wireless LAN Security," provides a primer on security, including
authentication and encryption. This information is a prelude to examining security as defined
in the 1997 802.11 standard and its associated vulnerabilities. This chapter also provides
Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
details on the 802.11i draft standard for wireless security and a look at WiFi Protected Access
(WPA) and interim vendor-interoperable WLAN security specifications.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Chapter 5, "Mobility," describes the mobility of 802.11 client devices, with specific focus on
how wireless
applications
directly issues
impactfor
access
pointof(AP)
deployment.
Client mobility
Understand
implementation
a variety
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vertical,
impacts
the
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MAC
protocol
but
also
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an
impact
on
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SOHO, and enterprise networks
discussion of mobile IP is also included.
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
Chapter 6, "QoS for 802.11 Wireless LANs—802.11e," discusses the challenges of deploying
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networkengineers
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Chapter
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deployment
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to WLANs. Topics include antennas, receivers, and radio system performance. We
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thetransmissions
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performance
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phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
Chapter
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We detail professionals
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helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
Chapter 9, "The Future of Wireless LANs," provides a glimpse at technology trends. The
specific technologies considered are Bluetooth, Ultra Wide Band, Free Space Optics, and
future higher-speed 802.11 technologies.
Chapter 10, "WLAN Design Considerations," steps through several WLAN application areas
while providing insight into their unique requirements. The application areas are retail stores,
healthcare organizations, branch offices, and education organizations. Also considered are
scenarios that are likely to use client devices from multiple vendors. We detail the specific
potential pitfalls of WLANs for remote locations. We delineate design considerations for public
access networks and the unique requirements of WLANs for public-safety entities.
One thing to note: The WLAN industry is moving at an exponential pace. With each passing

day, new innovations from vendors are making WLANs more secure; easier to deploy and
manage; and, most importantly, more cost-effective. This book is not designed to be a finite
description of WLANs. Its goal is to provide the fundamental foundations necessary for you,
the network administrator, to understand how to plan, deploy, and operate a WLAN. We
chose the topics and examples from real-world problems we have encountered in internal
product development at Cisco Systems and from the many companies that are evaluating or
actively deploying WLANs.
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because
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In general, networks have hierarchies consisting of three logical units:
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Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

802.3 Ethernet
Any networking standard works well in isolated, homogenous environments. As is the case in
most networks, many differing topologies are interconnected to best facilitate the user
experience. 802.3 Ethernet networks are bridged or routed into 802.5 Token Ring networks;
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Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks
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geographically
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Figurecan
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efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

The focus of the subsequent sections surrounds the MAC layer. This layer is unique to 802.3
networks and as such provides a reference point as you progress through the chapters on the
wireless MAC.
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Table 1-1. Some Common Ethernet Ethertypes

Ethertype
Value

What It Stands For
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802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
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Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Ethernet Addressing

Ethernet addresses are 48-bit values that uniquely identify Ethernet stations on a LAN.
Ethernet addresses are in part issued by a global authority, the IEEE, and in part by device
vendors. The IEEE assigns unique 24-bit organizational unique identifiers (OUIs) to vendors.
The OUI is the first 24 bits of the Ethernet address. The vendors themselves assign the
remaining 24 bits. This process ensures that every Ethernet address is unique, and any
station can connect to any network in world and be uniquely identified. Because this
addressing describes a physical interface, it is also referred to as MAC addressing. For the
most part, MAC addresses are expressed in hexadecimal form, with each byte separated by a
dash or colon, or with every 2 bytes delimited with a period. For example, the following is an
Ethernet address from a Cisco router:

00-03-6b-48-e9-20
You can also represent this value as
00:03:6b:48:e9:20 or 0003.6b48.e920
The IEEE has assigned the first 24 bits, 00-03-6b, to Cisco. The remaining 24 bits, 48-e9-20,
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Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
increases, so does the possibility of frame collision. A collision occurs when two stations
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
transmit at the same time on the medium. Neither station's transmitted data is usable, so the
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
stations must retransmit. Finally, collision detection refers to the capability of the stations to
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
detect that a collision has occurred. The Ethernet specification provides a fair mechanism for
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
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flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
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of the distance between Ethernet stations at the extreme ends
of a broadcast domain. You can interconnect the devices with hubs, repeaters, switches, or
bridges. The rules for 802.3 Ethernet networks state that a collision needs to be detectable
within the time it takes to transmit the smallest legal Ethernet frame. The smallest legal
frame is 64 bytes or 512 bits. Given the speed of electricity across the wire and the data rate
of the medium (10 Mbps), the maximum wire length for Ethernet networks is 2800 meters
(m). The time it takes for an Ethernet frame to traverse the network diameter is known as
theEthernet slot time.

NOTE
Abroadcast domain refers to devices connected to a network that are capable of
sending and receiving broadcast frames to and from one another.

Consider Figure 1-4 where two stations are at extreme ends of the broadcast domain:
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Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
Figure 1-4. Collision Within a Broadcast Domain
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
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Unicast, Multicast, and Broadcast Frames
A station can address its frames for transmission using one of three methods:
Broadcast addressing— The station sends the frame to all stations in the broadcast
domain.
Group ormulticast addressing— The station addresses its frames to a subset of all
stations in the broadcast domain that belong a predefined group.

Unicast addressing— The station addresses its frames to a specific station.
Figure 1-5 depicts these addressing types. Ethernet networks use all three methods. No one
method is a panacea. Each method has pros and cons for its use.
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802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Figure 1-6. Station Determining Whether to Process a Frame

Multicast frames are similar to broadcast frames in that they allow the sender to address a
group of receivers as opposed to a single receiver. This process reduces overall network
utilization in some cases by eliminating the need for a station to retransmit the same frame
several times to reach all the intended receivers. Multicast frames must be "subscribed to,"
meaning that the receiver must desire to receive them. If the receiver does not subscribe to
receive
multicasts
from a particular group address, it discards the frames.
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802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
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WLANs, the book
goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Ethernet comes in a number of forms, including 10BASE2, 10BASE5 10BASE-T, and 10BASEFL. Each of the Ethernet variants has advantages and drawbacks over the other types. In
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10BASE-T stations are physically connected to an aggregation device of some kind (a
repeater, hub, or switch) to form a physical star topology. Although the network is a physical
star, it operates as a logical bus architecture, as shown in Figure 1-7. The benefit of the
physical-star topology is that a break in any one station's cable does not impact the network
connectivity of any other station.

Figure 1-7. 10BASE-T Topology
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contiguous length of wire. Stations are connected directly to the media using T connectors. A
break anywhere in the cabling brings the entire network down.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
Figure 1-9. Gigabit Ethernet Carrier Extensions
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Another common media type is 10BASE5, which runs over a much thicker coaxial cable
(about the girth of a garden hose). The cable is far more expensive and unwieldy to manage.
Adding stations to 10BASE5 requires costly transceivers as well. Each station is connected to
a transceiver, which in turn taps into the media. As with 10BASE2, a break in the media
causes all stations to lose network connectivity.

10BASE-FL is the most common implementation of Ethernet over multimode fiber. 10BASE-FL
supports distances of up to 2 kilometers (km), and it would not be uncommon to see
10BASE-FL links connect distant Ethernet networks together. 10BASE-FL requires two strands
of multimode fiber, one strand for transmit and the other for receive.
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Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

802.3u Fast Ethernet
As Ethernet became more accepted as a standard for data networking, users began
demanding more bandwidth. To calm the screaming masses, the IEEE announced 802.3u, the
standard for 100 Mbps Ethernet in 1995. Although there were a number of 100 Mbps
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transceivers and single-mode fiber is an order of magnitude more expensive than its
multimode brethren, but the solution exists if needed.

Full-Duplex Operation
CSMA/CD is the methodology that half-duplex Ethernet and Fast Ethernet is based on. As
described earlier, CSMA/CD is like a telephone conference call. Each participant must wait
until the medium is available before he can speak. In 1995, the IEEE ratified 802.3x, which
specifies a new methodology for transmission in Ethernet networks known as full-duplex

operation. Full-duplex operation allows a station to send and receive frames simultaneously,
allowing greater use of the medium and higher overall throughput (see Figure 1-8). Fullduplex operation significantly changes the requirements placed on end stations, however.

Figure 1-8. Full-Duplex Operation
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Gigabit Ethernet
The jump from Ethernet to Fast Ethernet gave users 10 times more available bandwidth.
Gigabit Ethernet, with a data rate of 1000 Mbps, offers the same proportioned jump for Fast
Ethernet users, but the difference is 900 Mbps more available bandwidth as opposed to 90
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802.3z was ratified in 1999 and included in the 802.3 standard. 1000BASE-X is the
specification for Gigabit Ethernet over a fiber-optic medium. The underlying technology itself
is not new because it is based on the ANSI Fibre Channel standard (ANSI X3T11). 1000BASEX comes in three media types: 1000BASE-SX, 1000BASE-LX, and 1000BASE-CX. 1000BASESX is the most common and least expensive media, using standard multimode fiber. The low
cost is not without shortcomings; 1000BASE-SX has a maximum distance of 220 m
(compared with full-duplex 100BASE-FX at 2 km). 1000BASE-LX generally utilizes singlemode fiber and can span distances up to 5 km.
1000BASE-CX is the oddball of the three media types. It is a copper-based solution that
requires precrimped shielded twisted-pair cabling. The connector is not the familiar RJ-45 of
10/100/1000BASE-T. Instead, you use either a DB-9 or HSSDC connector to terminate the

two pairs of wire. 1000BASE-CX can span lengths of up to 25 m, relegating it to wiring closet
patches. 1000BASE-CX is not all that common because 1000BASE-T provides the same
function for a fraction of the price, and four times the cable length, using standard four-pair,
Category 5 cabling.
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802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Figure 1-10. Gigabit Burst Mode

NOTE

Carrier extensions and burst mode are only necessary in half-duplex mode. In fullduplex mode, no contention exists, so there is no need to be concerned with slot
time and, therefore, no need to be concerned with frame size.
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Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
If one station supports auto negotiation and the other does not, the auto negotiation uses
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
medium auto sense. For example, an older 10BASE-T station can connect to a switch that
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
supports auto negotiation. The switch sends a FLP to the 10BASE-T station requesting 100
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
Mbps full-duplex operation. The 10BASE-T station does not understand the FLP and ignores
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
the auto-negotiation signaling. By the same token, the 10BASE-T station cannot send a FLP
as it does not support them. The switch port senses the lack of FLP support and assumes the
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
station is a 10BASE-T station. In this case, because the 10BASE-T station does not support
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
auto negotiation, the switch reverts to the lowest common denominator, which is 10BASE-T.
to justify their value within organizations.
Yet, what if the station is a 100BASE-TX station running in half-duplex mode and does not
support auto negotiation either? Will these stations be doomed to run in 10BASE-T mode?
The answer is no. FLPs are based on the network link pulse (NLP) specified in the Ethernet
standard. NLPs are periodic pulses that are essentially the network heartbeat. FLPs provide a
similar function for 100BASE-X networks, just 10 times as often. So although the 100BASETX station does not engage in auto negotiation, it does send FLPs, which indicate to the
switch that the station does support 100 Mbps operation. This indication is what allows an
auto-sense device to determine whether a station is 100BASE-TX or 10BASE-T.

Gigabit Ethernet Auto Negotiation
Auto negotiation is somewhat different in Gigabit Ethernet networks than in Fast Ethernet
and Ethernet networks. Copper-based 1000BASE-T conforms to the same FLP mechanism
that the other topologies use, as would be expected. But 1000BASE-X uses a different
mechanism. Auto negotiation is medium dependant, and as a result, only like 1000BASE-X
devices can auto negotiate with each other. Because access rate is predetermined (that is,
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Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Summary
Ethernet has evolved to support new requirements that users and network administrators
demand. It continues to evolve beyond Gigabit Ethernet with its next iteration, 10 Gigabit
Ethernet, on the horizon. Table 1-3 gives a summary of the Ethernet family of topologies and
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Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Chapter 2. 802.11 Wireless LANs
This chapter covers the following topics:
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and easy to use. From the perspective of the user, they function and
perform exactly like a shared Ethernet LAN. Ironically, the 802.11 architecture is anything
but simple. The challenges of an uncontrolled medium are more complex than those of the
controlled wired Ethernet medium.

The 802.11 MAC must orchestrate an access mechanism that allows fair access to the
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medium. 802.11 stations do not possess the ability to sense collisions that the carrier sense
multiple access/collision detect (CSMA/CD)–based wired Ethernet stations do. As a result, a
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knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Overview of WLAN Topologies
802.11 networks are flexible by design. You have the option of deploying three types of
WLAN topologies:
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set identifier (SSID). The receiver uses the SSID to filter through the received signals and
locate the one it wants to listen to.
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WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Ad Hoc/IBSS
An ad hoc or independent basic service set (IBSS) network is created when
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Because no access point is in an IBSS, timing is controlled in a distributed
manner. The client that starts the IBSS sets the beacon interval to create a set of
target beacon transmission times (TBTT). When the TBTT is reached, each client
in the IBSS takes the following steps:
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and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
compares the TSF in the beacon to its own timer and, if the received value is
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
greater, meaning the clock in the transmitting station is running faster, it updates
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
its timer to the received value. This has the long-term effect of updating the
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
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BSS
ABSS is a group of 802.11 stations communicating with one another. A BSS requires a
specialized station known as an access point (AP). The AP is the central point of
communications for all stations in a BSS. The client stations do not communicate directly
other client stations. Rather, they communicate with the AP, and the AP forwards the frames
to the destination stations. The AP might be equipped with an uplink port that connects the
BSS to a wired network (for example, an Ethernet uplink). Because of this requirement, a
BSS is also referred to as an infrastructure BSS. Figure 2-2 illustrates a typical infrastructure
BSS.

Figure 2-2. An Infrastructure BSS WLAN
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Figure 2-3. An ESS WLAN

Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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802.11 Medium Access Mechanisms
Chapter 1, "Ethernet Technologies," described CSMA/CD as the medium access mechanism
for 802.3-based Ethernet networks. 802.11-based WLANs use a similar mechanism known as
carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA). CSMA/CA is a listen before
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Overview of CSMA/CA
Chapter 1 compares CSMA/CD to a telephone conference call. Each participant wanting to
speak needs to wait for everyone else to stop speaking. Once the line is quiet, the participant
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area networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
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can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
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phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
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The 802.11 implementation of CSMA/CA is manifested in the distributed coordination function
(DCF). To describe how CSMA/CD works, it is important to describe some key 802.11
CSMA/CA components first:
Carrier sense
DCF
Acknowledgment frames
Request to Send/Clear to Send (RTS/CTS) medium reservation

In addition, two other mechanisms pertain to 802.11 medium access but are not directly tied
to CSMA/CA:
Frame fragmentation
Point coordination function (PCF)
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knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Note that stations only update the NAV when the duration field value received is greater than
what is currently stored in their NAV. Using the same example, if Vivian has a NAV of 10
milliseconds, she does not update her NAV if she receives a frame with a duration of 5

milliseconds. She updates her NAV if she receives a frame with a duration of 20 milliseconds.

DCF
The IEEE-mandated access mechanism for 802.11 networks is DCF, a medium access
mechanism based on the CSMA/CA access method. To describe DCF operation, we first define
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Figure 2-5. Timeline for DCF Medium Access
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are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.

Figure 2-6. Random Backoff with DCF Medium Access

802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
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to justify their value within organizations.

Once the four slot times pass, Vivian can transmit. But what if George's station has a random

backoff time of two time slots? Vivian hears a new duration from George's frame when he
begins his transmission, and Vivian updates her NAV with that new value. Vivian must wait
for her NAV to decrement to 0 and her PHY to report that the medium is available again
before she can resume her backoff. (In this example, Vivian must wait an additional two slot
times before attempting to transmit.)
Assuming that Vivian is able to defer transmission for all four slot times, she transmits the
frame. So how does Vivian know that the frame made it to its destination? The 802.11
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Figure 2-8. The DCF Medium Access Process
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The Acknowledgment Frame
A station receiving a frame acknowledges error-free receipt of the frame by sending an
acknowledgment frame back to the sending station. Knowing that the receiving station has to
access the medium and transmit the acknowledgment frame, you would assume that it is
possible for the acknowledgment frame to be delayed because of medium contention. The
transmission of an acknowledgment frame is a special case. Acknowledgment frames are
allowed to skip the random backoff process and wait a short interval after the frame has been
received to transmit the acknowledgment. The short interval the receiving station waits is
known as the short interframe space (SIFS) . The SIFS interval is shorter than a DIFS interval
by two slot times. It guarantees the receiving station the best possible chance of transmitting

on the medium before another station does.
Referring to Vivian's transmission to George, Vivian deferred her transmission attempt for
four slot times. The medium was still available, so she transmitted her frame to George, as
depicted in Figure 2-9. The AP receives the frame and waits a SIFS interval before sending an
acknowledgment frame.
•
•
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knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
Supposing that Vivian never receives an acknowledgment frame, she doubles the CW value to
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
15 and repeats the backoff process. For every medium access attempt that fails, the 802.11
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
station increments a retry counter. CW continues to double until it is equal to CW max. The
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
MAC layer may continue to attempt to transmit the frame, but once the frame retry counters
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
reach a administrator-defined retry threshold, Vivian's station attempts to reserve the
medium.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

The Hidden Node Problem and RTS/CTS

Vivian might be unable to access the medium because of another station that is within range
of the AP yet out of range of her station. Figure 2-10 illustrates this situation. Vivian and
George are in range of each other and in range of the AP. Yet neither of them is in range of
Tony. Tony is in range of the AP and attempts to transmit on the medium as well. The
situation is known as the hidden node problem because Tony is hidden to Vivian and George.

Figure 2-10. The Hidden Node Problem
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802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
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recommendations.
being transmitted. Figure 2-12 details Vivian's RTS frame transmission. Both George and
Tony update their NAVs accordingly, but the acknowledgment frame the AP sends back to
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
Vivian does not have to conform to the DCF rules. When George receives the frame, George
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
immediately sends back an acknowledgment frame. Although George's NAV is nonzero, he
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
still sends an acknowledgment frame back to the AP after a SIFS interval.
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.

Figure 2-12. Example of RTS/CTS

802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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area networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.

Figure 2-13. Frame Fragmentation

Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

The network administrator can define the fragment size (see Figure 2-14). Fragmentation
occurs only on unicast frames. Broadcast or multicast frames are transmitted as a whole.
Also, the frame fragments are sent as a burst, using a single iteration of the DCF medium
access mechanism.

Figure 2-14. Fragmentation Setup on Cisco Aironet Wireless
Adapters
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This section covers PCF operation, detailing the operation of the point coordinator (PC) and
PCF-aware stations (referred to as CF-Pollable stations in the 802.11 specification).

The Contention Free Period
TheContention Free Period (CFP) is the window of time for PCF operation. The CFP begins at
set intervals following a beacon frame containing a delivery traffic indication map (DTIM)
information element (described later in the chapter). The frequency of CFPs is determined by
the network administrator. Once the CFP begins, the AP assumes the role of the PC (and as
such, PCF operation is only supported in infrastructure BSSs). Each 802.11 client sets its NAV

to the CFPMaxDuration value. This value is included in the CF parameter set information
element (detailed later in the chapter). The CFPMaxDuration defines the time value that is
the maximum duration for the CFP. The PC can end the CFP before the CFPMaxDuration time
elapses. The AP transmits beacon frames at regular intervals, and beacon frames sent during
the CFP contain the CFPDurationRemaining field to update station NAVs of the remaining
duration of the CFP. Figure 2-15 depicts the CFP and contention period (CP) as a function of
time.
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Figure 2-16. SIFS, PIFS, DIFS, and Slot Time Relationships
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

After waiting a PIFS interval, the PC sends the initial beacon frame containing the CF
parameter information element. The PC waits for one SIFS interval subsequent to the beacon
frame transmission and then sends one of the following to a CF-Pollable station:
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SOHO, and enterprise networks
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802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
AP1 sends a beacon frame indicating the start of a CFP. The CFP is set for 20 seconds (sec).
Vivian, Martha, and George all update their NAVs to reflect the 20-sec CFP. After waiting a
SIFS interval, AP1 sends a frame buffered for Vivian's station and also sends a poll to Vivian's
station to see whether she has any frames to send using the Data+CF-Poll frame. Vivian
receives the Data+CF-Poll frame and sends one data frame and a contention-free
acknowledgment (Data+CF-ACK) frame after waiting a SIFS interval. Note that Vivian's
station ignores her NAV setting when transmitting frames in response to a CF-Poll frame.
AP1 iterates through its polling list to Martha's station. AP1 uses another combination frame
to send a data frame to Martha, acknowledge Vivian's frame, and poll Martha's station for

frame transmission (Data+CF-ACK+CF-Poll). Note that the frame is destined for Martha's
station, yet it acknowledges Vivian's last frame. The multiple access nature of 802.11 allows
for this arrangement. Martha waits a SIFS interval and sends a Data+CF-ACK frame.
AP1 finally iterates to George's station. The AP has no data frames buffered for George's
station, so it sends a CF-Poll frame to see whether George has any frames to send. George
has no frames buffered either, so George sends a null data frame. Although the CFP has not
exceeded the maximum duration allowed, AP1 sends a CF-End frame to end the CFP and
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Nonstandard Devices
Although the previous section described how 802.11-standards–based devices access the
wireless medium, this section discusses devices that fall outside of the 802.11 standard.
These devices use the 802.11 technology in a way that violates or extends an area of the
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Although each of these devices provides useful networking tools, you should remember that
they are not currently defined in the 802.11 standard, and there are no interoperability
guarantees because different vendors may define different mechanisms for implementing
these tools. For the reliability of your network, should you choose to use these, you should
ensure that they are only interfacing to devices from the same vendor or devices for which
Master
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in interoperability.
designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
the vendor
ensures
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide

Repeater APs
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enterprise
networkswhere it is not easy or convenient to connect an AP to
You might
find
yourself
in situations
the wired infrastructure or where an obstruction makes it difficult for an AP on your wired
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
network to directly associate clients in an area of your deployment. In such a scenario, you
can employ a repeater AP. Figure 2-18 shows this scenario, where Elaine is not directly
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
visible to AP2 but she can see AP3, which is not connected to the wired network but can see
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localAP2.
area networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.

Figure 2-18. Repeater AP Application

Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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connecting two or more wired networks, you arrive at the concept of wireless bridges. Similar
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
to wired bridges, wireless bridges connect networks. You might bridge wirelessly because you
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
need to connect networks that are inherently mobile. Alternatively, the networks to be
connected
mightLAN
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justify
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the former can connect larger networks often separated by distances much greater than what
is found in the WLAN environment. In fact, many vendors offer products that provide ranges
which far exceed the definitions and limitations of 802.11. Figure 2-20 shows a wireless
bridging example.

Figure 2-20. Wireless Bridging Application
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802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

802.11 MAC Layer Operations
The previous section described how a station accesses and contends for the wireless medium. This
section focuses on the following:
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Station Connectivity
Earlier in the chapter, we discussed how George, Martha, Vivian, and Tony shared the medium in
their BSS. This section takes a step back and details how an 802.11 wireless station joins a BSS.
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process issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
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Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
The Probe Process
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
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Figurethe
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is configured for
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recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
Figure 2-21.
Vivian
and the
Surrounding
APs all their
and wires. Campus networks
can grow
geographically
larger
while still retaining
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
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and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
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flexibility inFigure
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the networking
professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
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they are probing for. As such, most probes are sent at the lowest possible data rate of 1 Mbps.
Figure 2-22 illustrates this process.
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Figure 2-23. A Probe Response Frame
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phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
Capability information field— MAC and PHY layer capabilities. This field is described in detail
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
in the section, "802.11 MAC Frame Formats," later in the chapter.
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
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inelement—
campus network
design
for the networking professional,
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to the client station. Both elements are described in detail in
the section, "802.11 MAC Frame Formats," later in the chapter.
When the client station receives the probe response frame, it is able to determine the signal
strength of the received frame. The station compares the probe response frames and determines
which AP to associate with. The mechanism for how a station chooses an AP to associate with is not
specified by the 802.11 specification, so it is left to vendor implementation. In general, the AP
selection criteria can include matching SSIDs, signal strength, and vendor proprietary extensions.
For the sake of this example, assume that matching SSIDs, supported data rates, and signal
strength are the criteria (see Figure 2-24).

Figure 2-24. The Probe Process
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Table 2-1 summarizes the data from the probe response frames Vivian receives.
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies

Table 2-1. Probe Response Information

802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea
networks
Starting
with an
overview
and
Access
Point (WLANs).
Name
Support
Data
Rates of the technology
Service Set
IDarchitecture
Signal of
Strength
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
AP1provide. Most importantly,Allit provides practical design Marketing
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guidance and deployment
recommendations.
AP2
All
Marketing
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Wireless
LANs connect computer
AP3
All networks via radio transmissions
Sales instead of traditional
20%
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
Vivian is inclined to communicate with AP2. AP2 has a matching SSID, supports all data rates, and
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
has a signal strength of 100%. AP1 is a close contender, but the signal strength is lower at 50%.
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
whilethat
the Vivian's
network station
accessibility
and usefulness
increases
for the individual
Now
has determined
which
AP to associate
to, she canusers.
proceed to the next
phase of station connectivity, the authentication process.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

The Authentication Process

802.11 authentication consists of two authentication modes: open authentication and shared-key
authentication. These two modes are detailed in Chapter 4, "802.11 Wireless LAN Security," which
covers wireless security in depth. 802.11 authentication is oriented around device authentication
and determines whether the device is allowed on the network. For the purposes of this section,
authentication is simplified to an authentication request and an authentication response, as depicted
inFigure 2-25.

Figure 2-25. The Authentication Process
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process allows an AP to map a logical port or association identifier (AID) to
the wireless station. The association process is initiated by the wireless station with an association
request frame containing the capability information of the client and completed by the AP in an
association response frame. The association response indicates success or failure as well as a reason
code.Figure 2-26 is a protocol decode of an association request frame, and Figure 2-27 is a protocol
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response
frame. and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
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Figure 2-26. An Association Request Frame

Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Figure 2-27. An Association Response Frame
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The key fields for the association request frame follow:
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
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flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
The key fields from the association response frame follow:
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
Status code— This element indicates the status code resulting from the association response
to justify their value within organizations.
frame. All status codes are described in the section "802.11 MAC Frame Formats," later in the
chapter.
Association ID— You can consider the AID similar to a physical port on an Ethernet hub or
switch. The client station needs this value when it operates in power save mode. The AP sends
notifications in beacon frames that indicate which AIDs have frames buffered. This concept is
described in detail in the section, "Power Save Operation," later in the chapter.
Support rates element— This element indicates what data rates the AP supports.

Power Save Operation

To preserve battery life on portable WLAN clients, the 802.11 specification provides for power save
operations on the clients. Power save operations have two categories:
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The client wakes up and listens to the beacon frames to determine whether frames are buffered. If
the AP does indeed have frames buffered for the client, the client polls the AP for the frames. If the
AP does not have frames buffered, the client returns to low-power mode until the next wake-up
interval.
Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.

Unicast Power Save Operation
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
When the client associates to the AP, it specifies a listen interval value in the association request
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
frame. The listen interval is the number of beacons the client waits before transitioning to active
SOHO, and enterprise networks
mode. For example, a listen interval of 200 indicates that the client wakes up every 200 beacons.
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and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Notice that nowhere in the protocol decode is the AID of the client station explicitly stated. To
determine the AID of the client station (or stations), you need the following pieces of information:
The value of the length field
The value of the bitmap offset field
The value of the partial virtual bitmap field

802.11 specifies a traffic indication virtual bitmap as a means to indicate which station AIDs have
frames buffered. The virtual bitmap starts from AID 1 to AID 2007. AID 0 is reserved for
multicast/broadcast.Table 2-2 represents what a traffic indication virtual bitmap might look like.
Every station with frames buffered at the AP has a flag value of 1 set for that station's AID. Stations
with no frames buffered use a flag value of 0.
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The partial virtual bitmap eliminates all unnecessary 0 flag values by summarizing them. All client
stations that have frames buffered (and therefore have flag values of 1 in the traffic indication
virtual bitmap) are included in the partial virtual bitmap. All AIDs with a flag value of 0 leading up
to the partial virtual bitmap are summarized by a derived value referred to as X in the following
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can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
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In the sample decode from Figure 2-28, N1 = (1 * 2) = 2 and N2 = (5 – 4) + 2 = 3. The value X is
(2 * 8) – 1 or 15, and Y is (3 + 1) * 8 or 32. X indicates that AIDs 1 through 15 all have flag values
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802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
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(PS-Poll) frame. Figure 2-29 provides a protocol decode of the PS-Poll
the client station sent in response to the beacon. Note that the AID field has a value of 29, which is
what was determined to be the AID from the partial virtual bitmap in the TIM element.

Figure 2-29. A Protocol Decode of a PS-Poll Frame
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The AP responds to the PS-Poll frame with one of the client's buffered frames and an indication of
whether
more
frames
are buffered.
The client
must senda aCisco
PS-Poll
frameWLAN.
to the AP to receive each of
Master the
basics
in designing,
building,
and managing
Aironet
the buffered frames on the AP. Figure 2-29 is a protocol decode of a PS-Poll frame. Note that the
AID field indicated AID 29, as was calculated in the previous example.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
Broadcast
SOHO, and enterprise networks

A broadcast
power and
savetroubleshooting
operation has the
same
basic
operation
as unicast
Learn design
advice
from
real-world
case
studies power save operation.
The differences follow:
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localThe administrator defines the interval for the client to wake up and receive buffered broadcast
area networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
or multicast traffic on the AP.
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
A special TIM information element, known as a DTIM, indicates whether broadcast or multicast
recommendations.
traffic is buffered on the AP.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
Broadcast and multicast frames are buffered for all stations (including non-power–save
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
stations) in the BSS, when one or more power save station is associated to the AP.
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency
andtwo
speed.
cost savings
can be realized when
lines
The TIM has
fieldsAdditionally,
to indicate whether
multicast/broadcast
trafficthird-party
is buffered phone
and how
long until
are
no
longer
necessary,
saving
the
cost
of
line
rental
and
equipment
upkeep.
Finally,
it is delivered to the BSS:
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
DTIM count field— This field indicates how many beacons until the delivery of buffered
802.11
Wireless
LAN Fundamentals
helps
networking
professionals
realize
benefits
by they
frames.
A value
of 0 indicates that
the
TIM is a DTIM,
and if there
arethese
buffered
frames,
helping
understandimmediately
how to design,
build, the
andbeacon.
maintain these networks, as well as how
willthem
be transmitted
following
to justify their value within organizations.
DTIM period field— This field indicates the number of beacons between DTIMs. For example,
a value of 10 indicates that every 10th beacon will contain a DTIM.
Figure 2-30 highlights a protocol decode of a beacon containing a DTIM. In Figure 2-31, note that
the frames following the beacon are all multicast frames.

Figure 2-30. A Protocol Decode of a DTIM Element
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Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.

802.11 MAC Frame Formats

ThereMaster
are three
the categories
basics of Wireless
of frames
LANs
in the
with
802.11
this concise
MAC: design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
Control
frames—
These
frames facilitate the data frames during normal 802.11 data
SOHO, and
enterprise
networks
exchanges.
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
Management frames— These frames facilitate WLAN connectivity, authentication, and status.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
Data frames—
frames
carrymanage,
station data
the transmitter
and receiver.
knowledge
they need These
to design,
deploy,
and between
troubleshoot
their own wireless
localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
All
802.11
leverage
802.11
general
frame.
The three
frames
and use
WLANs,
theframes
book goes
on tothe
explain
services
and
advanced
features
thattypes
such augment
applications
specific
portions
of
the
general
MAC
frame
for
their
specific
purposes.
Figure
2-32
illustrates
the
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
general
MAC frame and its fields.
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
control—
The frame
control
field is go
a 2well
bytebeyond
value of
11 subfields.
2-33
phoneFrame
lines or
cables. Benefits
to these
systems
getting
rid of allFigure
the cables
illustrates
the
frame
control
subfields,
and
Figure
2-34
is
a
protocol
decode
of
the
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all theirframe
control
efficiency
andsubfields.
speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.

Figure 2-33. The Frame Control Subfields

802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Figure 2-34. A Protocol Decode of the Frame Control Subfields
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The list that follows describes the 11 frame control subfields:
Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
-Protocol version— This field specifies the version of 802.11 MAC protocol. To date,
there is only one version, so the only valid value is 0. All other values are reserved.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
-Type— This field specifies the type of MAC frame: control, management, or data. The
Understand
issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
fourth implementation
value is reserved.
SOHO, and enterprise networks
-Subtype— This field specifies the frame subtype. These values are listed in Table 2-3.
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting
overviewTypes
of the technology
and architecture of
Table with
2-3.anFrame
and Subtypes
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
Type Value
Subtype Value (Bit
recommendations.
(Bit 3, Bit
Type
7, Bit 6, Bit 5, Bit
Wireless LANs
networks 4)
via radio transmissionsSubtype
instead of
traditional
2)connect computer
Description
Description
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
00
Management
0000
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and wires. Campus
networks
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larger while
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efficiency and
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Additionally,
cost
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can
be
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when
third-party
phone lines
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Management
0001
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are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
00
Management
0010significantly for theReassociation
request
flexibility in campus
network
design increases
networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
00
Management
0011
Reassociation response
802.11 Wireless
helps networking
professionals
realize
these benefits by
00 LAN Fundamentals
Management
0100
Probe
request
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
00 value withinManagement
Probe response
to justify their
organizations. 0101
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0110–0111
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Management

1000

Beacon
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Management

1001

Announcement traffic
indication frame (ATIM)
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Management

1010
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Management

1011

Authentication
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Management

1100

Deauthentication
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Control
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Control
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Index
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Master the basics
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Master 10
the basics of Wireless
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guide
Data
0111
CF-Ack+CF-Poll
data)
10 implementation
Data
Reserved
Understand
issues for1000–1111
a variety of environments
including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
11
Reserved
0000–1111
Reserved
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
-To DS— This field indicates whether the frame is destined for the DS.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they
need
to This
design,
manage,
and
troubleshoot
their own
-From
DS—
fielddeploy,
indicates
whether
the
frame is sourced
fromwireless
the DS. localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the-book
on to explain
and advanced
that
applications
Moregoes
fragments—
This services
field indicates
whether features
this frame
is such
the only
management or
can provide.
Most
importantly,
it
provides
practical
design
guidance
and
deployment
data frame or whether other fragments should be expected.
recommendations.
-Retry— This field indicates whether this frame is being retransmitted. It allows the
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
receiver to discard duplicate frames.
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
-Power management— Indicates the power save mode of the station. A value of 1
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
indicates the station is in power save mode, and a value of 0 indicates the station is in
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
active mode. Frames from the AP always have a value of 0.
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
-More data— When the bit for this field is set, the receiving station is notified that it
has data destined for it buffered at the AP.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
-WEP— This field indicates whether Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) encryption is used
to justify their value within organizations.
to encrypt the frame body.
-Order— This field is set to 1 if the data frame is using the StrictlyOrdered service
class; otherwise, it is set to 0.

Duration/ID— This field is used differently depending on whether a power save station is
accessing the medium, the medium is in a PCF mode CFP, and a DCF station is accessing the
medium.Table 2-4 describes the bit values for the various situations.

Table 2-4. Values for the Duration Field
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Address 1, 2, 3, and 4— These fields vary depending on frame type and subtype.
Sequence control— This field is the sequence number and fragment number of the frame.
Master
the basics
in designing,
and managing
Cisco Aironet
WLAN. over all fields in the
FCS—
This field
is a 32-bitbuilding,
cyclic redundancy
checka (CRC)
value calculated
MAC header and frame body.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
Figurenetworks
2-32. The General 802.11 MAC Frame
SOHO, and enterprise
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
Figure
2-35 is a protocol decode of the remaining fields in the general MAC frame.
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and
wires. Campus
networks
can grow
geographically
larger while still
retainingand
all their
Figure
2-35. A
Protocol
Decode
of the Duration,
Address,
Sequence
efficiency and speed. Additionally, costControl
savings can
be
realized
when
third-party
phone lines
Subfields
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

802.11 Control Frames
The 802.11 specification stipulates six unique control frames:

Power save poll (PS-Poll)
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The first four are the primary frames to focus on. The CF-End and CF-End+CF-ACK are part of the
PCF, which is not widely deployed.
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The PS-Poll frame is an indicator to the AP that a wireless station in power save mode is requesting
that any frames buffered on the AP be delivered. The PS-Poll frame contains the following variation
of the generic MAC frame:
Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
AID— The AID of the wireless client, with the two most significant bits set to 1
The
BSS
Thewith
MACthis
address
of design
the AP and
in andeployment
infrastructure
network
Master
theidentifier
basics of (BSSID)—
Wireless LANs
concise
guide
Transmitter
address (SA)—
The for
MACa address
ofenvironments
the power save
wirelessvertical,
station
Understand implementation
issues
variety of
including
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Figure 2-36 shows the frame format of the PS-Poll frame, and Figure 2-37 shows a protocol decode
of theLearn
PS-Poll
frame.
design
and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs).
Starting
an overview
of the
and architecture
Figure
2-36.with
Frame
Format
of technology
the PS-Poll
Frame of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.

Figure 2-37. A Protocol Decode of PS-Poll Frame
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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The RTS Frame

Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
The RTS frame is the request to reserve the wireless medium as a part of the 802.11 medium access
mechanism:
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
Duration—
The time required
SOHO, and enterprise
networksfor the station's frame exchange to take place. It includes the
time to transmit the RTS frame, the time to receive the CTS frame (including the SIFS
interval),
the and
timetroubleshooting
to transmit the advice
data frame
SIFS
interval), and the time to
Learn design
from (including
real-worldthe
case
studies
receive the ACK frame (including the SIFS interval). Duration time is measured in
802.11
microseconds.
Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localReceiver (WLANs).
address—
The MAC
address
of the intended
recipient and
of the
frame.
area networks
Starting
with
an overview
of the technology
architecture
of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
Transmitter
address— The
MAC address
of the
transmitter
of and
the frame
sender.
can provide.
Most importantly,
it provides
practical
design
guidance
deployment
recommendations.
Figure 2-38 shows the frame format of the RTS frame and Figure 2-39 shows a protocol decode of
the
RTS frame.
Wireless
LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
Figure
2-38.
Frame
Format
for
the RTS
Frame
are no longer necessary,
saving
the cost
of line
rental and
equipment
upkeep.
Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Figure 2-39. A Protocol Decode of the RTS Frame
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The CTS Frame
The CTS frame is the response to an RTS frame. It is an indication to the receiving station that the
medium has been reserved for the specified duration:
Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
Duration— The value obtained from the Duration field of the immediately previous RTS frame,
minus the time required to transmit the CTS frame and its SIFS interval.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Receiver address— The MAC address of the intended recipient of the frame.
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Figure 2-40 shows the frame format of the CTS frame, and Figure 2-41 shows a protocol decode of
the CTS frame.
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localFigure
2-40.
Frame
Format
the CTS
area networks (WLANs).
Starting
with
an overview
of thefor
technology
andFrame
architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
Figure 2-41. A Protocol Decode of the CTS Frame
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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The ACK Frame
The ACK frame acknowledges frame transmission. The receiver of a frame sends an ACK frame to
the sender to indicate successful frame receipt:
Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
Duration— The duration for ACK frames is usually 0 because the frame it is acknowledging
includes
thebasics
transmission
timeLANs
for the
theand
ACKdeployment
frame in itsguide
duration field.
Master the
of Wireless
withSIFS
thisinterval
concise and
design
Receiver
address—
The MAC
address
the intended
recipient of
the frame.
Understand
implementation
issues
for aofvariety
of environments
including
vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Figure 2-42 shows the frame format of the ACK frame, and Figure 2-43 shows a protocol decode of
the ACK
frame.
Learn
design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localFigure
2-42.
Frame
Format
the ACK
area networks (WLANs).
Starting
with
an overview
of thefor
technology
andFrame
architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
Figurehow
2-43.
A Protocol
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thenetworks,
ACK Frame
helping them understand
to design,
build, and
maintainof
these
as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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The CF-End and CF-End+CF-ACK Frames
The CF-End and CF-End+CF-ACK frames are specific to PCF operation. They indicate the end of the
contention-free period, and the CF-End+CF-ACK also includes an acknowledgment of the last frame
received by the PC. Figure 2-44 shows the format for the CF-End and CF-End+CF-ACK frames and
Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
the list that follows describes the key fields.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Duration— Set to 0.
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
Receiver address— The destination MAC address of the intended recipient of the frame. In
SOHO, and enterprise networks
the case of the CF-End frames, it is the broadcast MAC address because every station in the
service
set should
receive the notification.
Learn design
and troubleshooting
advice from real-world case studies
BSSID—
MAC
address of the
AP.networking engineers and IT professionals the
802.11
WirelessThe
LAN
Fundamentals
gives
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
Figure
Frame Format
for
the CF-End
and CF-End+CF-ACK
Frames
can
provide.2-44.
Most importantly,
it provides
practical
design guidance
and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless
LAN Fundamentals
helps
networking
professionals realize these benefits by
802.11
Management
Frame Fields
and
Elements
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to
justify
their value within
802.11
management
framesorganizations.
leverage fields from the generic MAC frame detailed earlier and also
utilize data structures known as information elements (IE) and fixed fields.
Figure 2-45 shows the format of an IE. The purpose of the IE and the fixed fields is to give flexible
capability definitions to existing frames and to provide a scalable method of expanding the
functionality of the MAC management frames. The 802.11 management frames are constructed by
using relevant fields from the general MAC frame format and adding the appropriate IEs and fixed
fields (see Figure 2-46).

Figure 2-45. Format of an IE
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Figure 2-46. Management Frame Construction using IEs and Fixed Fields
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Table 2-5 lists the 802.11-defined IEs.
Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide

Table 2-5. 802.11 IEs

Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
IE
Element ID
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
SSID
0
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
Supported rates
1
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea
networks
Startingset
with an overview of the technology and architecture
Frequency
hop(WLANs).
(FH) parameter
2 of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
DS provide.
parameter
setimportantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
3
can
Most
recommendations.
CF parameter set
4
Wireless
LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
TIM
5
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
IBSS
parameter
setnetworks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all6 their
and
wires.
Campus
efficiency
Reservedand speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone
7–15 lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
Challenge
16
flexibility
intext
campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
Reserved for challenge text extension
17–31
802.11
Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits
Reserved
32–255by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

The SSID IE
The SSID can be up to 32 bytes in length, and if the length is 0, the SSID is a broadcast SSID.
Figure 2-47 shows the frame format of the SSID IE, and Figure 2-48 shows a protocol decode of the
SSID IE.

Figure 2-47. Format of the SSID IE
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Figure 2-48. A Protocol Decode of an SSID IE
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flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
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Figure 2-51. Format of the FH Parameter Set IE

802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
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Figure 2-52. Format of the DS Parameter Set IE

The CF Parameter Set IE
Figure 2-53 shows the format of the CF parameter set IE, and the list that follows describes the key
fields:
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Figure 2-55. A Protocol Decode of the TIM IE
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Figure 2-56. Format of the IBSS Parameter Set IE
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802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
The ATIM window field indicates the ATIM window length in TU.
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
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802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

The challenge text field indicates the challenge text for use in authentication frames.

802.11 Fixed Field Elements
In addition to IEs, the 802.11 specification also defines 10 fixed-field elements for use in
management frames, as listed in Table 2-6.
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802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

The Capability Information Field

The capability information field only includes subfields relevant for the management frames for
which the transmission rules are defined. Figure 2-58 illustrates the capability information field
format, and the list that follows describes the key subfields:
ESS— The AP sets this value to 1 and the IBSS subfield to 0 in beacon and probe response
frames.
IBSS— Stations in an IBSS set this field to 1 and the ESS subfield to 0 in beacon and probe
response frames.

CF-Pollable— APs and wireless stations use this subfield.
CF-Poll request— APs and wireless stations use this subfield. Tables 2-7 and 2-8 describe the
subfield settings and corresponding meanings.
Privacy— This subfield is set to 1 if WEP encryption is required for data frames. It is included
in beacon, probe response, association, and reassociation response frames. If WEP encryption
is not required,
this subfield is set to 0.
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Figure 2-58. Format of the Capability Information Field
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The Current AP Address Field
This field indicates the MAC address of the AP the wireless station is currently associated to.

The Listen Interval Field
This field indicates the number of beacon intervals when power save station wakes up to listen for a
beacon frame.
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The Beacon Frame
The beacon frame is a management frame that the AP (or beacon sender in an IBSS) transmits at
the beacon interval rate. The beacon provides time synchronization between the AP and the wireless
stations as well as PHY-specific parameters. In addition, power save stations are alerted if the AP
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Figure 2-59 shows the frame format of a beacon frame, and Figure 2-60 shows a protocol decode of
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802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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SOHO, and enterprise networks
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802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.

The Probe Request Frame

Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
Figure 2-61 shows the frame format of a probe request frame, and Figure 2-62 shows a protocol
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
decode of the probe request frame.
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.

Figure 2-61. Frame Format of the Probe Request Frame

802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Figure 2-62. A Protocol Decode of the Probe Request Frame
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Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
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802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
Figure 2-65. Frame Format of the Authentication Frame
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Figure 2-66. A Protocol Decode of the Authentication Frame
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Figure 2-67. Frame Format of the Deauthentication Frame

802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
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Figure 2-69. Frame Format of the Association Request Frame
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The Association Response Frame
Figure 2-71 shows the frame format of an association response frame, and Figure 2-72 shows a
protocol decode of the association response frame.
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The Reassociation Request Frame
Figure 2-73 shows the frame format of a reassociation request frame, and Figure 2-74 shows a
protocol decode of the reassociation request frame.

Figure 2-73. Frame Format of the Reassociation Request Frame
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The Reassociation Response Frame
Figure 2-75 shows the frame format of a reassociation response frame, and Figure 2-76 shows a
protocol decode of the reassociation response frame.

Figure 2-75. Frame Format of the Reassociation Response Frame
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Figure 2-77. Frame Format of the Disassociation Frame

Figure 2-78. A Protocol Decode of Disassociation Frame
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The Data Frame
Figure 2-79 shows the frame format of the data frame, and Figure 2-80 shows a protocol decode of
the data frame.

Figure 2-79. Frame Format of a Data Frame (AP to Client Station)
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Figure 2-80. A Protocol Decode of a Data Frame
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Figure 2-81 shows the frame format of the null data frame, and Figure 2-82 shows a protocol
decode of the null data frame.

Figure 2-81. Frame Format of a Null Data Frame
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Summary
The 802.11 MAC layer is more complicated than the 802.3 MAC layer, as this chapter shows.
The wireless medium presents new challenges in the area of medium access, and as a result,
you need a more robust MAC layer.
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Wireless Physical Layer Concepts
The 802.11 PHYs essentially provide wireless transmission mechanisms for the MAC, in
addition to supporting secondary functions such as assessing the state of the wireless
medium and reporting it to the MAC. By providing these transmission mechanisms
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Physical Medium Dependant (PMD)
Figure 3-1 shows how the sublayers are oriented with respect to each other and the upper
layers.
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The PLCP is essentially a handshaking layer that enables MAC protocol data units (MPDUs) to
be transferred between MAC stations over the PMD, which is the method of transmitting and
receiving data through the wireless medium. In a sense, you can think of the PMD as a
wireless transmission service function that is interfaced via the PLCP. The PLCP and PMD
sublayers vary based on 802.11 types.
All PLCPs, regardless of 802.11 PHY type, have data primitives that provide the interface for
the transfer of data octets between the MAC and the PMD. In addition, they provide
primitives that enable the MAC to tell the PHY when to commence transmission and the PHY
to tell the MAC when it has completed its transmission. On the receive side, PLCP primitives
from the PHY to the MAC indicate when it has started to receive a transmission from another
station and when that transmission is complete. To support the clear channel assessment

(CCA) function, all PLCPs provide a mechanism for the MAC to reset the PHY CCA engine and
for the PHY to report the current status of the wireless medium.
In general, the 802.11 PLCPs operate according to the state diagram in Figure 3-2. Their
basic operating state is the carrier sense/clear channel assessment (CS/CCA) procedure. This
procedure detects the start of a signal from a different station and determines whether the
channel is clear for transmitting. Upon receiving a Tx Start request, it transitions to the
Transmit state by switching the PMD from receive to transmit and sends the PLCP protocol
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Figure 3-2. PLCP State Diagram
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Scrambling
One of the foundations of modern transmitter design that enables the transfer of data at high
speeds is the assumption that the data you provide appears to be random from the
transmitter's perspective. Without this assumption, many of the gains made from the other
building blocks would not be realized. However, it is conceivable and actually common for
you to receive data that is not at all random and might, in fact, contain repeatable patterns
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Most scrambling methods are self-synchronizing, meaning that the descrambler is able to
sync itself to the state of the scrambler.
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Although scrambling is an important tool that has allowed engineers to develop
communications systems with higher spectral efficiency, coding is the mechanism that has
enabled the high-speed transmission of data over noisy channels. All transmission channels
are noisy, which introduces errors in the form of corrupted or modified bits. Coding allows
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can do so by replacing sequences of bits with longer sequences that allow you to recognize
and correct a corrupted bit. For example, as shown in Figure 3-3, if you want to communicate
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friend that you will repeat each bit three times, resulting in the sequence 000111111000111.
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simple and not efficient, you now understand the concept behind coding.
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The most common type of coding in communications systems today is the convolutional coder
because it can be implemented rather easily in hardware with delays and adders. In contrast
to the preceding code, which is a memory-less block code, the convolutional code is a finite
memory code, meaning that the output is a function not just of the current input, but also of
several of the past inputs. The constraint length of a code indicates how long it takes in
output units for an input to fall out of the system. Codes are often described through their
rate. You might see a rate 1/2 convolutional coder. This rate indicates that for every one
input bit, two output bits are produced. When comparing coders, note that although higher
rate codes support communication at higher data rates, they are also correspondingly more
sensitive to noise.

Interleaving
One of the base assumptions of coding is that errors introduced in the transmission of
information are independent events. This assumption is the case in the earlier example where
you were communicating a sequence of bits over the phone to your friend and bits 1 and 9
were corrupted. However, you might often find that bit errors are not independent and that
they occur in batches. In the previous example, suppose a dump truck drove by during the
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first part of your conversation, thereby interfering with your friend's ability to hear you
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correctly. The sequence your friend received might look like 011001111000111, as shown in
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Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. CampusFigure
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can grow
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while still retaining all their
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efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Symbol Mapping and Modulation
The modulation process applies the bit stream to a carrier at the operating frequency band.

Think of the carrier as a simple sine wave; the modulation process can be applied to the
amplitude, the frequency, or the phase. Figure 3-6 provides an example of each of these
techniques.

Figure 3-6. Modulation Example
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Although you could directly modulate the bit sequence onto a carrier using one of the
amplitude, frequency, or phase methodologies, you can transmit more bits in the available
bandwidth of the carrier by mapping groups of bits into symbols. Symbol mapping is the
process by which you group bits together and map them into quadrature and in-phase
components. It is often represented in a Cartesian coordinate system with the in-phase
component on the x axis and the quadrature component on the y axis to yield what is called a
constellation . Sometimes, it is also referred to as the complex plane, with the imaginary
number, j, which equals the square root of –1, on the quadrature or y axis and the real
component on the in-phase or x axis.

If you have a bit rate of 11 Mbps, but map two bits per symbol, the resulting symbol rate, or
baud rate, is 5.5 Mbps. Taking the output sequence from the interleaver described in Figure
3-5, we can use quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK), which maps two bits at a time into
symbols. The symbol mapping is depicted in Figure 3-7 with the input bits and resulting
waveform, with the in-phase signal in blue and quadrature signal in red, next to each point
on the constellation. This process results in a complex time domain baseband signal that is
then shifted in frequency to become a real passband signal. Demodulation is merely the
reverse
process
at the receiver.
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Figure 3-7. QPSK Constellation and Resulting In-Phase and
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802.11 Wireless LANs
The original 802.11 standard defined two WLAN PHY methods:
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As noted, both of these operate at 2.4 GHz, where the FCC allocated 82 MHz of spectrum in
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Frequency Hopping WLANs
FHSS WLANs support 1 Mbps and 2 Mbps data rates. As the name implies, a FHSS device
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The hopping sequence must hop at a minimum rate of 2.5 times per second and must contain
a minimum of six channels (6 MHz). To minimize the collisions between overlapping coverage
areas, the possible hopping sequences can be broken down into three sets of length, 26 for
use in North America and most of Europe. Tables 3-1 through 3-4 show the minimum overlap
hopping patterns for different countries, including the U.S., Japan, Spain, and France.
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In essence, the hopping patterns provide a slow path through the possible channels in such a
way that each hop covers at least 6 MHz and, when considering a multicell deployment,

minimizes the probability of a collision. The reduced set length for countries such as Japan,
Spain, and France results from the smaller ISM band frequency allocation at 2.4 GHz.

FHSS PLCP
After the MAC layer passes a MAC frame, also known as a PLCP service data unit (PSDU) in
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Table 3-5. PSF Decoding
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The PSDU is passed through a scrambler to whiten or randomize the input bit sequence, as
described earlier in the section, "Physical Layer Building Blocks." The resulting PSDU appears
inFigure 3-10. Stuff symbols are also inserted between each 32-symbol block. These stuff
symbols remove any bias in the data, more 1s than 0s or more 0s than 1s, which could have
an undesirable effect upon later processing modules.
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0, you transmit a sinusoid with a frequency of f1; you transmit a frequency of f2 for a binary
value of 1. You agree upon the symbol period with your friend on the other side, and that
would govern how long each sinusoid is transmitted. Often, rather than express the two
frequencies in absolutes, you give them relative to the carrier frequency, fc, specified in the
hopping sequence. Figure 3-11 depicts a frequency domain of the frequencies with the
magnitude given by the height of the vector, f 1 = fc – f d and f2 = fc + fd.

Figure 3-11. FSK Frequency Domain Example
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Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
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For 2 Mbps operation, you use 4GFSK, which modulates two bits at a time using two
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Table 3-6. 4 GFSK Symbol to Frequency Mapping
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Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
Figure 3-14. 802.11 DSSS PPDU
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
The PLCP preamble comprises two subfields:
The SYNC subfield is 128 bits long and is a string of binary 1s. The function of the field
is to provide synchronization for the receiving station.
The SFD subfield is 16 bits long and consists of a specific bit string, 0xF3A0, to provide
timing to the receiving station.
The PLCP header comprises four subfields:

The Signal subfield is 8 bits long and specifies the modulation and data rate for the
frame.Table 3-7 gives the mapping.
The Service subfield is 8 bits long and is a reserved subfield, meaning that it was left
undefined at the time the spec was written but also kept reserved so that future changes
to the standard could use the subfield.
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Table 3-7. Signal to Data Rate Mapping
Data Rate

0x0A
1 Mbps
Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
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2 Mbps
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
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operation
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Differential quadrature phase shift keying (DQPSK) for 2 Mbps operation
The next LANs
Wireless
section
connect
describes
computer
the DSSS
networks
PMD modulation
via radio transmissions
process.
instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency
and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
DSSS Basics
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
Spread-spectrum techniques take a modulation approach that uses a much higher than
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
necessary spectrum bandwidth to communicate information at a much lower rate. Each bit is
replaced
or spread
byFundamentals
a wideband spreading
code. Much
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the transmitted signal is directly multiplied by a spreading sequence, shared by the
transmitter and receiver.
WLAN DSSS specifically encodes data by taking a 1 Mbps data stream from the data link
layer and converting it to an 11 MHz chip stream. The spreading sequence (or chipping
sequence or Barker sequence), which converts a data bit into chips, is an 11-bit value. In the
case of 1 and 2 Mbps operation, one data bit is expanded to an 11-bit value. (A binary 1
expands to 1111111111 and 0 to 0000000000.) The expanded data bit is then exclusive
ORed (XORed) with the spreading sequence, and the resulting chips are mapped to symbols
and modulated. Figures 3-15 and 3-16 show this process.

Figure 3-15. Spreading a Data Bit with Value 1
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Figure 3-16. Spreading a Data Bit with Value 0
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SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
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DBPSK Modulation
You might recall that we described QPSK symbol mapping or modulation onto the complex
plane earlier in the section, "Physical Layer Building Blocks." BPSK uses a similar technique,
but each symbol has only an in-phase component because both constellation points reside on
the I axis. Figure 3-17 shows the BPSK constellation.

Figure 3-17. BPSK Constellation
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offset, the keying uses differential encoding, resulting in DBPSK. Differential encoding works
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are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals
professionals realize these benefits by
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3-8.networking
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helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
Chip Input
Phase Change (Degrees)
00

0

01

90

11

180

10

270 (-90)

Both DBPSK and DQPSK transmissions result in an 11 MHz symbol rate, but for DQPSK, each
symbol contains two chips, resulting in a 22 MHz chip rate or a 2 Mbps bit rate.

DSSS achieved a fair amount of success in the marketplace because of its resilience,
especially in the presence of interference. However, it shares the same handicap as FHSS did
with its low data rates. This limit opened the door for the ensuing higher rate standards
802.11a and 802.11b.
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802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

802.11b WLANs
The 802.11b 1999 draft introduced high-rate DSSS (HR-DSSS), which enables you to operate
your WLAN at data rates up to and including 5.5 Mbps and 11 Mbps in the 2.4 GHz ISM band,
using complementary code keying (CCK) or optionally packet binary convolutional coding
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PLCP but with some extensions to support the higher data rates. These extensions are as
follows:
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are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
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Table 3-10. Service Subfield Bit Definitions

Bit Name

Decode

B2 Locked clocks

0 = not locked, 1 = Tx frequency and symbol clocks are locked

B3 Modulation selection 0 = CCK, 1 = PBCC
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The SFD field is 16 bits long and has the same function of indicating the start of the
frame but also indicates the use of short headers or long headers. With short headers,
the 16 bits are transmitted in the reverse time order relative to long headers, so they
use 0x05CF instead of 0xF3A0.
Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
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802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Just like the 802.11 PHY, the PLCP converts the entire PPDU through the same scrambler
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
used throughout 802.11 to the PMD. Within the PMD, the various subfields are transmitted at
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
the appropriate data rate and modulation technique: CCK or PBCC.
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
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802.11b
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design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
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To transmit at 5.5 Mbps, you take the scrambled PSDU bit stream and group it into symbols
of 4 bits each: (b0, b1, b2, and b3). You use the latter two bits (b2, b3) to determine an 8
complex chip sequence, as shown in Table 3-11, where {c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6, c7, c8}
represent the chips in the sequence. In Table 3-11, j represents the imaginary number, sqrt(1), and appears on the imaginary or quadrature axis in the complex plane.
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can determine whether you are mapping an odd or an even symbol according to the table.
You will also note that you use DQPSK, not QPSK, and as such, these represent phase
changes relative to the previous symbol or, in the case of the first symbol of the PSDU,
relative to the last symbol of the preceding 2 Mbps DQPSK symbol.
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802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
PBCC
Modulation
to justify their value within organizations.
As already indicated, the HR-DSSS standard also defines an optional PBCC modulation
mechanism for generating 5.5 Mbps and 11 Mbps data rates. This scheme is a bit different
from both CCK and 802.11 DSSS. You first pass the scrambled PSDU bits through a half-rate
binary convolution encoder, which was first introduced in the section, "Physical Layer Building
Blocks." The particular half-rate encoder has six delay, or memory elements, and outputs 2
bits for every 1 input bit. Because 802.11 works under a frame structure and convolutional
encoders have memory, you must zero all the delay elements at the beginning of a frame and
append one octet of zeros at the end of the frame to ensure all bits are equally protected.
This final octet explains why the length calculation, discussed in the section, "802.11b HRDSSS PLCP," is slightly different for CCK and PLCC. You then pass the encoded bit stream
through a BPSK symbol mapper to achieve the 5.5 Mbps data rate or through a QPSK symbol

mapper to achieve the 11 Mbps data rate. (You do not employ differential encoding here.)
The particular symbol mapping you use depends upon the binary value, s, coming out of a
256-bit pseudo-random cover sequence. The two QPSK symbol mappings appear in Figure 319, and the two BPSK symbol mappings appear in Figure 3-20. For PSDUs longer than 256
bits, the pseudo-random sequence is merely repeated.
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knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

802.11a WLANs
At the same time that the 802.11b 1999 draft introduced HR-DSSS PHY, the 802.11a-1999
draft introduced the Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) PHY for the 5 GHz
band. It provided mandatory data rates up to 24 Mbps and optional rates up to 54 Mbps in
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provides for 802.11a type operation in the 4.9 GHz band allocated in Japan and in the U.S.
for public safety applications as well as in the 5.03 to 5.091 GHz Japanese allocation. A
channel numbering scheme uses channels 240 to 255 to cover these frequencies in 5 MHz
channel increments.
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knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
Three basic pieces make up the PPDU: OFDM preamble, Signal, and Data. The OFDM
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
preamble consists of short SYNC training sequences and a long sync training symbol. The
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
receiver uses the former for automatic gain control (AGC), timing, and initial frequency offset
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
estimation, whereas it uses the latter for channel, timing, and fine frequency offset
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
estimation. The mechanism for constructing this is discussed later in this section.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
You compose the Signal field with five subfields:
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
The four-bit RATE subfield specifies the data rate for the DATA part of the frame. Table
3-13 gives the mapping of these bits (R1–R4) to the data rate.
The bit R is reserved for future use.
The Length subfield, which is an unsigned 12-bit integer, specifies the number of octets
in the PSDU.
The bit P is an even parity bit for the 17 bits in the Rate, R, and Length subfields.
The Signal Tail field provides six nonscrambled 0 bits.

Table 3-13. Rate Subfield Mapping
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second symbol. This overlapping is ISI. The time delay from the reception of the first instance
of the signal until the last instance is referred to as the delay spread of the channel. You can
also think of it as the amount of time that the first symbol spreads into the second.
Traditionally, designers address ISI in one of two ways: employing symbols that are long
enough to be decoded correctly in the presence of ISI or by equalizing to remove the
distortion caused by the ISI. The former method limits the symbol rate to something less
than the bandwidth of the channel, which is inversely proportional to the delay spread. As the
bandwidth of the channel increases, you can increase the symbol rate, thereby achieving a
higher end data rate. The latter method, often used in conjunction with the former, requires
the use of ever more complicated and expensive methods to implement channel-equalization
schemes to maximize the usable bandwidth of the channel.

Multichannel modulation schemes take a completely different approach. As a multichannel
modulation designer, you break up the channel into small, independent, parallel or
orthogonal transmission channels upon which narrowband signals, with a low symbol rate,
are modulated, usually in the frequency domain, onto individual subcarriers. Similar to how
you can modulate FHSS signal onto the appropriate carrier, you break the channel into N
independent channels. For a given channel bandwidth, the larger the N that you choose, the
longer the symbol period and the narrower the subchannel, so you can see that as the
number
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goes to infinity, the ISI goes to zero.
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going into the intricacies of mathematics that are beyond the scope of this book, it
simplifies the processing greatly if everything is done in the frequency domain using FFTs. To
enable this processing at the receiver, however, the received signal must be a circular
convolution of the input with the channel, as opposed to just a convolution. Convolution is a
mathematical mechanism for passing a signal through a channel and determining the output.
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shows this process, where n is the length of the cyclic prefix and N is the size of the FFT in
use. Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
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Figure 3-22. OFDM Cyclic Prefix Formation
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knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
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To allow the receiver to estimate the channel, you often either intersperse known training
symbols on some of the N subcarriers or transmit a separate known OFDM symbol that the
receiver can use to estimate the channel. You also often fill the subchannels at the band
edges with 0s to aid the transmitter because the filters in the transmitter and receiver will
most likely attenuate them to the point where no information could be carrier over them
anyway.
Unlike some other multichannel modulation techniques, OFDM places an equal number of bits
in all subchannels. In nonwireless applications such as asynchronous digital subscriber line

(ADSL), where the channel is not as time varying, the transmitter uses knowledge of the
channel and transmits more bits, or information, on those subcarriers that are less distorted
or attenuated.
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Table 3-14 shows how the data rate is mapped to the appropriate parameters for the
components of the OFDM transmitter.

Table 3-14. 802.11a Transmitter Parameters
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Figure 3-25. 802.11a BPSK Constellation
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The long preamble uses the same long preamble defined in the HR-DSSS but with the Service
field modified as shown in Table 3-17.

Table 3-17. ERP SERVICE Field Definitions

Bit Name

Decode

b0

Reserved

0

b1

Reserved

0

b2

Locked clocks

0 = not locked; 1 = Tx frequency and symbol clocks are locked

b3

Modulation selection 0 = not ERP-PBCC

•
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b4
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0

b5

Length extension

For ERP-PBCC
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The length extension bits determine the number of octets, when the 11 Mbps PBCC and 22
and 33 Mbps ERP-PBCC modes are in use.
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efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Much like the DSSS-OFDM long preamble, the short preamble DSSS-OFDM PPDU format uses
the HR-DSSS short preamble and header at a 2 Mbps data rate. With the HR-DSSS scrambler
and the data symbols, the short preamble and header are transmitted with OFDM and use the
802.11a scrambler.

ERP-OFDM

As previously stated, the ERP-OFDM provides a mechanism to use the 802.11a data rates in
the ISM band in a manner that is backward compatible with DSSS and HR-DSSS. In addition
to utilizing the 802.11a OFDM modulation under the 2.4 GHz frequency plan, ERP-OFDM also
mandates that the transmit center frequency and symbol clock frequency are locked to the
same oscillator, which was an option for DSSS. It utilizes a 20 microsecond slot time, but this
time can be dropped to 9 microseconds if only ERP devices are found in the BSS.
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Figure 3-30. 802.11g ERP-PBCC Constellation
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WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
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phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
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CCA
The different 802.11 standards define five different CCA modes for use in the 2.4 GHz band:
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Extended rate PHY energy detection and carrier sense is much the same as mode 3 but
applied to the ERP.
It is mandatory that the CCA process employ at least one of these modes.
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phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Summary
Table 3-18 summarizes the different PHY technologies discussed in this chapter. Although
FHSS experienced a fairly high adoption rate, it was quickly overtaken by DSSS and HRDSSS as the most common. At the time of this writing, the industry is on the cusp of another
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as users migrate to 802.11a and 802.11g.
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knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Chapter 4. 802.11 Wireless LAN Security
This chapter covers the following topics:
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For developers who have implemented or are currently implementing 802.11 wireless, an
alphabet soup of acronyms describe enhanced 802.11 WLAN security. Abbreviations such as
802.1X, EAP, LEAP, PEAP, EAP-TLS, WEP, TKIP, WPA, and AES are common terms in
describing 802.11 security. For the network administrator accustomed to dealing with IP and
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efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
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while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Wireless Security
Imagine extending a long Ethernet cable from your internal network outside your office and
laying it on the ground in the parking lot. Anyone who wants to use your network can simply
plug into that network cable. Connecting unsecured WLANs to your internal network has the
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Figure 4-1. Wireless Security Requires Authentication and

Encryption
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives
networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

The 802.11 specification defines Open and Shared Key authentication and WEP to provide
device authentication and data privacy, respectively. The Open and Shared Key algorithms

both rely on WEP encryption and possession of the WEP keys for access control. Because of
the importance of WEP in 802.11 security, the following section focuses on the basics of
encryption and ciphers in general.
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Overview of Encryption
Data encryption mechanisms are based on cipher algorithms that give data a randomized
appearance. Two type of ciphers exist:
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stream cipher can generate a 15-byte key stream to encrypt one frame and a 200-byte key
stream to encrypt another. Figure 4-2 illustrates stream cipher operation. Stream ciphers are
small and efficient encryption algorithms and as a result do not incur extensive CPU usage. A
commonly used stream cipher is RC4, which is the basis of the WEP algorithm.
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Figure 4-2. Stream Cipher Operation
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Figure 4-3. Block Cipher Operation
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plaintext always produces the same ciphertext. This factor is a potential security threat
because eavesdroppers can see patterns in the ciphertext and start making educated guesses
about the original plaintext.
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Encryption in the 802.11 Standard
The 802.11 specification provides data privacy with the WEP algorithm. WEP is based on the
RC4 symmetric stream cipher. The symmetric nature of RC4 requires that matching WEP
keys, either 40 or 104 bits in length, must be statically configured on client devices and
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ECB mode of encryption, WEP uses a 24-bit IV, which is concatenated to the key
before being processed by the RC4 cipher. Figure 4-5 shows a WEP-encrypted frame,
including the IV.
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Figure 4-5. A WEP-Encrypted Frame
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can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
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The IV must change on a per-frame basis to avoid IV collisions. IV collisions occur when the
same IV and WEP key are used, resulting in the same key stream being used to encrypt a
frame. This collision gives attackers a better opportunity to guess the plaintext data by
seeing similarities in the ciphertext. The point of using an IV is to prevent this scenario, so it
is important to change the IV often. Most vendors offer per-frame IVs on their WLAN devices.
The 802.11 specification requires that matching WEP keys be statically configured on both
client and infrastructure devices. You can define up to four keys on a device, but you can use
only one at a time for encrypting outbound frames. Figure 4-6 shows a Cisco Aironet client

configuration screen for WEP configuration.

Figure 4-6. WEP Configuration
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Authentication Mechanisms in the 802.11 Standard
The 802.11 specification stipulates two mechanisms for authentication of WLAN clients:
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802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
Unlike Open authentication, Shared Key authentication requires that the client station and the
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
AP have WEP enabled and have matching WEP keys. The following summarizes the Shared
to justify their value within organizations.
Key authentication process:
1. The client sends an authentication request for Shared Key authentication to the AP.
2. The AP responds with a cleartext challenge frame.
3. The client encrypts the challenge and responds back to the AP.
4. If the AP can correctly decrypt the frame and retrieve the original challenge, the client is
sent a success message.
5.

4.

5. The client can access the WLAN.

The premise behind Shared Key authentication is similar to that of Open authentication with
WEP keys as the access control means. The client and AP must have matching keys. The
difference between the two schemes is that the client cannot associate in Shared Key
authentication unless the correct key is configured. Figure 4-10 shows the Shared Key
authentication process.
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MAC Address Authentication
MAC address authentication is not specified in the 802.11 specification, but it is supported by
many vendors. MAC address authentication verifies the client's MAC address against a locally
configured list of allowed addresses or against an external authentication server, as shown in
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Security Vulnerabilities in the 802.11 Standard
The prior section detailed how 802.11 authentication and encryption operates. It is no secret
that security in the 802.11 specification is flawed. Not long after the ratification of 802.11, a
number of published papers pinpointed vulnerabilities in 802.11 authentication and WEP
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Figure 4-12. Deriving a Key Stream
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MAC Address Authentication Vulnerabilities
MAC addresses are sent unencrypted in all 802.11 frames, as required by the 802.11
specification. As a result, WLANs that use MAC authentication are vulnerable to an attacker
undermining the MAC authentication process by spoofing a valid MAC address.
MAC address spoofing is possible in 802.11 network interface cards (NICs) that allow the
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Although the data payload size can vary by frame, many elements in 802.11 data frames
remain constant and in the same bit position. The attacker leverages this fact and tampers
with the payload portion of the frame to modify the higher-layer packet. The process for a bit
flipping attack follows (see also Figure 4-14):
1. The attacker captures a frame from the WLAN.
2. The attacker flips random bits in the data payload of the frame.
3. The attacker modifies the ICV (detailed later).
4.

2.
3.
4. The attacker transmits the modified frame.
5. The receiver (either a client or the AP) receives the frame and calculates the ICV based
on the frame contents.
6. The receiver compares the calculated ICV with the value in the ICV field of the frame.
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Figure 4-14. Bit Flipping Attack
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phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
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1. A given frame (F1) has an ICV (C1). (See Figure 4-15.)
2. A new frame is generated (F2) with the same length as F1 with bits set.
3. Frame F3 is created by XORing F1 and F2.
4. The ICV for F3 is calculated (C2).
5.

4.
5. ICV C3 is generated by XORing C1 and C2.

Figure 4-15. Modifying the ICV with Bit Flipping
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efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Secure 802.11 WLANs
The WLAN industry recognized the vulnerabilities in 802.11 authentication and data privacy.
To provide users with a secure WLAN solution that is scalable and manageable, the IEEE has
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Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
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SOHO, and enterprise networks
medium to ensure to the receiver that the data frame was not tampered with.
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
These facets are illustrated in Figure 4-16.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
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Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Facet 1: The Authentication Framework
The authentication framework in 802.11 is the 802.11 authentication management frame.
The authentication frame facilitates Open and Shared Key authentication algorithms, yet the
frame itself does not possess the ability to authenticate a client. Because the shortcomings of
802.11 authentication have already been highlighted, it is important to understand what is
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to justify their value within organizations.

Figure 4-18. 802.1X in Contrast to 802 Link Layer Topologies
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Figure 4-19. 802.1X Logical Authenticator Ports
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Figure 4-20 diagrams the 802.1X message exchange.
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.

Figure 4-20. The 802.1X Message Exchange

802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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802.1X does not specify nor mandate any particular EAP authentication algorithm.

Facet 2: The Authentication Algorithm
802.11i and WPA provide a mechanism for authentication algorithms to communicate
between client, AP, and authentication server, via the 802.1X authentication framework.
Neither 802.11i nor WPA mandate the use of specific authentication algorithm, but both
recommend the use of an algorithm that supports mutual authentication, dynamic encryption
key generation, and user-based authentication. Figure 4-21 highlights the messages
exchanged between the client, AP, and AAA server, but it might be easier to conceptualize the

process with a specific example. This section highlights the operation of EAP-Cisco. EAP-Cisco
(more commonly known as Cisco LEAP) is a simple and effective algorithm that is specifically
designed for use in WLANs.

Figure 4-21. EAP-Cisco Authentication
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Facet 3: Data Privacy
The encryption vulnerabilities in WEP present 802.11 vendors and the IEEE with a
predicament: How can you fix 802.11 encryption without requiring a complete replacement of
AP hardware or client NICs?
The IEEE answered this question with the Temporal Key Integrity Protocol (TKIP) as part of

802.11i (and WPA). TKIP uses many key functions of WEP to maintain client investment in
existing 802.11 equipment and infrastructure but fixes several of the vulnerabilities to
provide effective data-frame encryption. The key enhancements contained with TKIP are
Per-frame keying— The WEP key is quickly changed on a per-frame basis.
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The IEEE is also proposing that the 24-bit IV be increased to a 48-bit IV. Subsequent sections
detail why the IV expansion is necessary. Figure 4-22 depicts a sample 48-bit IV and how the
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Figure 4-23. The Per-Frame Keying Operation
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802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
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The following steps illustrate the per-frame keying operation in detail:
to justify their value within organizations.
1. The device initialized the IV to 0. The binary representation of the IV is
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000.
2. The first (most significant) 32 bits of the IV (in this case, the first 32 0), is mixed with
802.1X-derived key (a 128-bit value) and the transmitter MAC address (a 48-bit value)
to produce the phase 1 key (an 80-bit value).
3. The phase 1 key is mixed with the first (most significant) 32 bits of the IV and the
transmitter MAC address again to yield a 128-bit per-frame key output, of which is the
first 16 bits is the IV (16 0s).
4.

3.

4. The IV for the per-frame key increments by 1. (The first IV is 16 0s, the subsequent is
15 0s and a 1, and so on, until all 16 bits are 1.)
5. After the per-frame IV is exhausted, the phase 1 IV (32 bits) is incremented by 1. (It is
now 31 0s and a 1, 00000000000000000000000000000001.)
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2. The MIC algorithm generates a MIC for the entire frame.
3. The frame is fragmented according to MAC settings for fragmentation.
4. The per-frame key encrypts the frame fragments.
5. The encrypted fragments are transmitted.

Similar to the TKIP encryption process (see Figure 4-26), the following steps detail the TKIP
decryption process:
1.

1. The phase 1 key is precomputed.
2. The phase 2 per-frame key is calculated based on the IV from the incoming WEP frame
fragment.
3. If the IV arrives out of order, the frame is discarded.
•
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5. If the ICV fails, the frame is discarded.
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8. If the values match, the frame is processed by the receiver.
9. If the values do not match, the frame has a MIC failure and the receiver initiates MIC
countermeasures.
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Figure 4-26. The TKIP Decryption Process
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of the following tasks performed by the receiver:
1. The receiver deletes the existing keys for the association.
2. The receiver logs the issue as a security-relevant matter.
3. The associated client from which the faulty frame was received cannot associate and
authenticate for a period of 60 seconds to slow down the attacker.
4. If the client received the faulty frame, the client drops any non-802.1X frames.
5. The client also requests a new key.

4.
5.

The per-frame keying and MIC discussion has mentioned two primary keys: the encryption
key and the MIC key. No discussion covered how the keys are generated or sent from client
to AP and vice versa. The next section deals with proposed 802.11 key management.
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Figure 4-27. 802.11 Unicast Key Hierarchy
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The mechanism for generating the encryption keys is known as the four-way handshake. The

following steps summarize the four-way handshake:
1. The client and AP install the dynamic key (known as the pairwise master key or PMK)
derived from 802.1X authentication.

•

2. The AP sends the client a secure random number, known as the authenticator nonce
(ANonce) via an 802.1X EAPoL-Key message.
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4. The client generates the pairwise transient key (PTK) by combining the PMK, SNonce,
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5. The combined value is run through a pseudo random function (PRF) to generate a 512bit PTK.
6. The client sends the SNonce it generated in Step 3 to the AP via an 802.1X EAPoL-Key
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Figure 4-28. The Group Key Hierarchy
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The GMK, a text string, the AP MAC address, and the GNonce (a value taken from the AP key
counter) are concatenated and processed via a PRF, which outputs a 256-bit group transient
key (GTK). The GTK is divided into a 128-bit broadcast/multicast encryption key, a 64-bit
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AES Encryption
WEP encryption and 802.11 authentication are known to be weak. The IEEE and WPA are
enhancing WEP with TKIP and providing robust authentication options with 802.1X to make
802.11-based WLANs secure. At the same time, the IEEE is also looking to stronger
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efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
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while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
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Summary
802.11 authentication and encryption as defined in the 1997 standard is deeply flawed. The
authentication can be broken, as can the WEP encryption, in little time. TKIP promises to fix
WEP and authentication in the short term, and 802.1X and AES promise to be a long-term
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Chapter 5. Mobility
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In keeping with this theme, this chapter covers mobility. Mobility is the quality of being
capable of movement or moving readily from place to place. 802.11 WLAN devices provide
this kind of untethered freedom. But there's more to mobility than the lack of a network
cable. Understanding how mobility is implemented in 802.11 arms you with the knowledge
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Characteristics of Roaming
Defining or characterizing the behavior of roaming stations involves two forms:
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If 802.11 were "make before break," meaning a station could associate to a new AP before
disassociating from the old AP, you would need safeguards in the MAC to ensure a loop-free
topology. A station connected to the same Layer 2 broadcast domain via simultaneous
network connections has the potential to trigger broadcast storms. A "make before break"
architecture would necessitate an algorithm such as 802.1D spanning tree to resolve any
potential loops, adding overhead to the MAC protocol. In addition, the client radio would
have to be capable of listening and communicating on more than one channel at a time,
increasing the complexity of the radio (and adding to the overall cost of the devices).

Operation of the Application
The way the application operates directly correlates to its resilience during the roaming
process. Connection-oriented applications, such as those that are TCP-based, are more
tolerant to packet loss incurred during roams because TCP is a reliable and connectionoriented protocol. TCP requires positive acknowledgments, just as the 802.11 MAC does. This
requirement allows any 802.11 data lost during the roaming process to be retransmitted by
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phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
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flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Layer 2 Roaming
Now that you understand some of the characteristics of roaming, the technical discussion of
how Layer 2 roaming operates can begin. To place some perspective on roaming, a sequence
of events must transpire:
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The client initiates a roam— The client uses 802.11 reassociation frames to associate
to a new AP.
The client can resume existing application sessions.
Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
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and is, therefore, left to vendors to implement. Although this issue posed an interoperability
challenge early on with the first 802.11 products, vendors work together today to ensure
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
basic interoperability. The fact that the algorithms are left to vendor implementation provide
vendors an opportunity to differentiate themselves by creating new and better performing
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
algorithms than their competitors. Roaming algorithms become a vendor's "secret sauce,"
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localand as a result are kept confidential.
area networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
It is safe to assume that issues such as signal strength, retry counters, missed beacons, and
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
other MAC layer concepts discussed in Chapter 2 are included in the algorithms. For example,
recommendations.
recall from Chapter 2 the discussion about distributed coordination function (DCF) operation.
The binary exponential backoff algorithm for medium access incremented the frame-retry
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
counter if the frame could not be transmitted after a number of attempts. This process alerts
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
the client that it has moved out of range of the AP. In this case, the roaming algorithm
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
monitors the frame-retry counter to help with decision making.
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
Also, roaming algorithms must balance between fast roam time and client stability. For
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
example, an extremely sensitive roaming algorithm might not tolerate a missed beacon or
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
missed acknowledgment frame. The algorithm might view these occurrences as degradation
in signal and initiate a roam. But it is normal for such occurrences in a BSS, and as a result, a
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
stationary station might roam, even though it is stationary. Although roaming would be
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
expeditious, the result is degraded network throughput for the user.
to justify their value within organizations.

Determining Where to Roam
Finding an AP to roam to is another mechanism that is vendor-specific. In general, there are
two mechanisms for finding APs:
Preemptive AP discovery
Roam-time AP discovery

Each mechanism can employ one or both of the following mechanisms:
Active scanning— The client actively searches for an AP. This process usually involves
the client sending probe requests on each channel it is configured to use (channels 1 to
11 in North America) and waiting for probe responses from APs. The client then
determines which AP is the ideal one to roam to.
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scanning, the client iterates through the channels slower than active scanning
because it is listening for beacons that are sent out by APs at a set rate (usually 10 beacons
per second). The client must dwell on each channel for a longer time duration to make sure it
receives beacons from as many APs as possible for the given channel. The client looks for
different information elements such as SSID, supported rates, and vendor proprietary
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The client cannot receive data from the currently associated AP while it is
channel scanning (active or passive)— If the AP sends data to the client while the
client is channel scanning (meaning the client is on a different channel from the AP), the
client will miss the data, requiring retransmission by the AP.
The client application might experience throughput degradation— The client is
unable to transmit data while channel scanning (active or passive), so any applications
running on the client can experience throughput degradation.

Figure 5-3. Preemptive AP Discovery
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the frequency of roaming decisions and an overall degradation in application throughput.

Roam-Time AP Discovery
The other option for AP discovery is to look for an AP after the decision to roam has been
made. This process is similar to the process a client goes through on initiation power up,
except that the association message the client sends to the new AP is actually a reassociation
frame.
Roam-time AP discovery does not have the overhead of preemptive roaming during non-

roaming times, but because the client does not know which AP to reassociate to, there can be
a larger time penalty during the roaming process. Figure 5-4 shows roam-time AP discovery.

Figure 5-4. Roam-Time AP Discovery
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Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
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to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
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and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
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buffer data destined for the roaming client. [*]
[*]

Tasks are not mandatory because they are not specified in the 802.11 standard.

3. The new AP should indicate to the previous AP that the client has successfully roamed.
This step usually happens via a unicast or multicast packet from the old AP to the new
AP with the source MAC address set to the MAC of the roaming client. [*]
4. The previous AP should send the buffered data to the new AP.
5. The previous AP must determine that the client has roamed away from it.
6. The AP must update MAC address tables on infrastructure switches to prevent the loss of

5.
6.
data to the roaming client.
Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-6 depict a client roaming between two APs in the same roaming
domain. The APs are connected to different Layer 2 switches.
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Figure 5-6. Data Loss After a Layer 2 Roam

802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
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Layer 3 Roaming
Layer 3 mobility is a superset of Layer 2 mobility. An 802.11 client must perform a Layer 2
roam, including AP discovery, before it can begin a Layer 3 roam. This section focuses on
issues surrounding Layer 3 roaming, specifically with the IP Protocol and Mobile IP extensions
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As previously discussed, a roaming domain is defined as APs that are in the same broadcast
domain and configured with the same SSID. Stated another way, a client can only roam
between APs in the same VLAN and with the same SSID. As WLAN deployments expand
within an organization, roaming domains might need to scale beyond a single Layer 2 VLAN.
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A Mobile IP–enabled network has these key components:
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
Mobile
The MN is the roaming station.
to justify
theirnode
value(MN)—
within organizations.
Home agent (HA)— The HA exists on routers or Layer 3 switches and ensures that a
roaming MN receives its IP packets.
Foreign agent (FA)— The FA exists on router or Layer 3 switches and aids the MN
notifying the HA of the new MN location by receiving packets from the HA destined for
the MN.
Care-of address (CoA)— The CoA is a locally attached router that receives packets
sent by the HA, destined for the MN.
Co-located care-of address (CCoA)— A CoA that exists on the mobile node itself.

Roaming in a Mobile IP–aware network involves the following steps:
1. A station is on its home subnet if the station's IP address belongs to the subnet of the
HA.
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2. As the MN roams to a foreign subnet, the MN detects the presence of the FA and
registers with the FA or with the MN CCoA.
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3. The FA or MN CCoA communicates with the HA and establishes a tunnel between the HA
and a CoA for the MN.
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4. Packets destined to the MN are sent to the HA (via normal IP routing), as shown in
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Figure 5-9. Packet Transmission to a Roaming MN
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5. The HA forwards the packets via the tunnel to the MN.
6. Any packets the MN transmits are sent via the FA as if the MN were local on the subnet,
as shown in Figure 5-10. (A "reverse tunnel" mode is available when the edge routers
use ingress packet filtering.)

Figure 5-10. Packet Transmission from a Roaming MN
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A roaming MN must determine that it is on a foreign subnet in a timely manner to minimize
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
delay to running applications. HAs and FAs advertise their services by using the Internet
to justify their value within organizations.
Control Message Protocol (ICMP) Router Discovery Protocol (collectively known as IRDP)
messages to send agent advertisements. As the MN establishes connectivity to the subnet it
roams to, it listens for the periodic IRDP packets. The packets are sent to either the all-host
multicast address (224.0.0.1) or the limited broadcast address (255.255.255.255). The IRDP
packets are not sent to the subnet-specific broadcast address because the MN might not be
aware of the subnet it has roamed to. In addition to periodic agent advertisements, an MN
can solicit for advertisements after it detects that its interface has changed.
The agent advertisement contains two fields that allow the MN to determine whether it has
roamed to a new subnet:

The lifetime field from the agent advertisement
The prefix-length extension
The lifetime field provides a time value that an agent advertisement is valid for. If no new
advertisement has been received before the lifetime reaches zero, the MN should attempt to
discover a new agent.
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Upon determining it is on a foreign subnet, the MN gleans the CoA from the agent
advertisement. The CoA can take two forms:
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CCoA (Note that the CCoA is not advertised by the FA, but it is probably acquired by the
MN as a Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol [DHCP] option.)
A CoA pointing to the FA forces the FA (usually the subnet router) to handle Mobile IP
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are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
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MN Registration
After the MN establishes a CoA and local mobility agent (either HA or FA), the registration
process begins. The registration process securely creates a mobility binding on the FA and HA
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1. The MN sends a registration request to the FA. If the MN has a CCoA, this step is
skipped.
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Figure 5-12. The Mobile IP Registration Process
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The registration request contains the following fields:
Simultaneous bindings— The MN can request that the HA retain bindings to prior
CoAs.
Broadcast packets— The MN can request that the HA forward any broadcast packets
which it receives on the home subnet.
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Minimal encapsulation— The MN can request that the HA use minimal encapsulation
to tunnel packets (RFC 2004).
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Reverse tunneling— The MN can request that its egress packets be tunneled back to
the HA to forward to the destination.
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Table 5-1. Registration Code Field Values

Code Value

Source Explanation

0

HA

Registration accepted

1

HA

Registration accepted, but simultaneous bindings not accepted
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Reason unspecified
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Administratively prohibited

65
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the registration messages between the MN and the HA (messages between the FA and HA can
be authenticated but usually are not) and optionally allows messages between the MN and FA
to also be protected. By default, the Hashed Message Authentication Codes with Message
Digest version 5 (HMAC-MD5) is enabled. The HA must share a secret value with the MN,
either statically configured or centrally stored on an authentication, authorization, and
accounting (AAA) server. Figure 5-13 illustrates how the message authentication process is
calculated.

Figure 5-13. Securing Registration Messages
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Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
Tunneling
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
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encapsulates the tunneled packets within another IP header. The new IP header might
include some other parameters, but the basic function of the encapsulation header is to direct
the packet to the tunnel endpoint. A packet received by the tunnel endpoint is stripped of the
encapsulation header and forwarded to the MN. Figure 5-14 illustrates the packet-tunneling
process.

Figure 5-14. IP Packet Encapsulation
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802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
192.168.10.1 would not be able to send packets across the router because 192.168.10.1 is
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localnot in the 10.0.0.0/24 subnet. For the MN to send packets in this case, the FA must forward
area networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
the packets back to the home subnet via the HA. Figure 5-15 illustrates this scenario. Reverse
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
tunneling does incur additional packet overhead and application latency, but it facilitates the
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
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Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
Figure
5-15.
Reverse larger
Tunneling
and wires. Campus networks
can grow
geographically
while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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Summary
802.11 WLANs facilitate untethered network mobility, but to properly deploy a mobilityenabled WLAN, you must understand the nature of your applications that leverage your
WLAN. Many WLAN deployments begin as coverage-oriented (usually a high user to AP ratio),
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are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
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knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
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Challenges for QoS in 802.11 Networks
802.11 networks work well for low-bandwidth, latency-insensitive data applications. Barcode
scanners, personal digital assistants (PDAs), or laptops accessing files, web, or e-mail
services can do so without the physical constraint of network cables or a significant loss of
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If you think about it, it makes a lot of sense. Using VoIP over wireless can reduce the usage
of cell phones in the work environment (where the company pays an airtime fee). This
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mature technology for wired networks and is generally available on
routers, switches, and end devices such as wired IP phones. For 802.11 WLANs, the contrary
is true. It is an emerging technology that is hotly debated with the IEEE and the WLAN
industry as a whole. The key challenges for a QoS mechanism in 802.11 networks include the
following:
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QoS Impact of a Half-Duplex Medium
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
Chapter 2, "802.11 Wireless LANs," described the basic access mechanisms for 802.11 as
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
defined in 1997 with dispersion compensating fiber (DCF) and PCF. Both mechanisms allow
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
for only one station to transmit on the medium at a given time, whether it's the access point
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
(AP) or a client station. Wired Ethernet, and in particular 802.3x full-duplex operation,
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
creates a point-to-point link between Ethernet stations, allowing simultaneous transmit and
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
receive of data frames. This setup allows the Ethernet medium to theoretically operate at two
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
times its normal bandwidth. (A Fast Ethernet link can handle a transmit of 100 Mbps and a
receive of 100 Mbps simultaneously, for a total of 200 Mbps). Stated another way, a station
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
that needs to transmit does not contend with the station on the other side of the link, who
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
might also need to transmit.
to justify their value within organizations.
Contrast that scenario to one with 802.11 networks. Not only does the AP contend for the
medium as the clients do, but the clients also contend for the medium among themselves.
PCF operation did introduce the notion of polled access, where the AP can act as the point
coordinator and poll each client to see whether it has traffic to send. Although in very low
client count BSSs this setup is reasonable, it was found to cause more degradation in overall
throughput than the normal contention-based access in DCF. With no mechanism to
coordinate client transmissions and prioritize one client over another, vendors must
overcome a major challenge to support latency-sensitive applications such as VoIP.

Cochannel Overlap
Cochannel overlap is a common occurrence in 2.4 GHz WLAN deployments with more than
three APs. Because of the restriction of three nonoverlapping channels, some APs end up
adjacent to APs on the same channel. What does this mean for the clients in those BSSs?
Figure 6-1 shows a client in a cochannel overlap area. If both APs begin to transmit at the
same time, the frames collide and both stations must back off and retransmit.
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6-1. Cochannel Overlap
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Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
You can encounter another scenario, known as a broadcast black hole. When a BSS has a
power-save station, all broadcasts and multicasts are sent after a DTIM beacon. In most
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
cases, all the APs in an electronic switching system (ESS) have the same beacon interval and
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
same DTIM interval. If the internal timers are somewhat close together on cochannel
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
adjacent APs, both APs can send the broadcast or multicast traffic simultaneously, causing
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
the frames to collide in the overlap area and the client in the overlap area to miss the frames.
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
Unlike unicast frames, broadcast and multicast frames are not acknowledged and therefore
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
are not retransmitted. Cochannel overlap can subvert QoS mechanisms by increasing
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
contention in 802.11 networks, and coupled with the black hole situation, it can cause a client
to not receive potentially critical traffic.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Hidden Node Impact on QoS

The hidden-node problem described in Chapter 2 poses an issue for providing QoS in 802.11
as well. Using request to send/clear to send (RTS/CTS) messages to reserve the medium
addresses the hidden node problem, but again, RTS/CTS is typically employed after the
detection of a collision and after the appropriate backoff. The increased latency can and often
does impact latency-sensitive applications. Devices using RTS/CTS for each frame also incur
a performance penalty, with a large amount of overhead traffic for each data frame.

QoS Mechanism Overview
The 802.11e task group has debated many issues, including those discussed in the previous
section. It has devised two proposed solutions for the future of 802.11 MAC. Bear in mind
that the proposed specifications are not yet ratified, and changes might occur after this book
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Hybrid coordination function (HCF) with contention operation— More commonly
known as Enhanced DCF (EDCF)
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The draft 802.11e specification attempts to provide classification for up to eight classes of
data. EDCF and HCF polled access leverages these eight classes, known as traffic classes
(TC), which map to the eight classes defined in the 802.1D standard, as shown in Table 6-1.
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Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks

Table 6-1. 802.11e TC-to-AC Mapping

Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.1D Value/TC
Common Usage AC and Transmit Queue
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
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Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
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Video
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3
are
the cost of line rental
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flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
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Network control 3
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
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the networks,
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understand
design,
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A mechanism to classify the traffic
A mechanism to mark the traffic with the appropriate QoS value
A mechanism to differentiate and prioritize the traffic, based on the QoS value
The mechanism for classifying and marking data frames is outside the scope of the draft
802.11e document, but it is safe to assume that the application (such as a voice application
on an 802.11 handset) can at least mark the IP precedence bits or differentiate services code
point (DSCP) values. It is also safe to assume that a client device will map those Layer 3
values to the 802.11e traffic classes. With the traffic classified and marked, 802.11e provides

the mechanism to differentiate and prioritize the traffic for transmission.

Channel Access for Differentiated Traffic
After the traffic is classified and placed in the appropriate queue, the next step is to transmit
the frames. The challenge is how to provide priority to frames among client devices that are
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Transmit opportunity (TXOP)— A TXOP is the moment in time when a station can
begin transmitting frames, for a given duration. Unlike basic medium access for DCF
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Arbitration interframe space (AIFS)— The AIFS is similar to the IFSs discussed in
Chapter 2, but the size of the IFS varies based on AC. This process gives higher-priority
stations a shorter AIFS and lower-priority stations a longer AIFS. The shorter the AIFS,
the higher the chances of accessing the channel first.
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Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
Table 6-2 illustrates the default parameters for the CW values, AIFS, and TXOP for each AC.
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802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
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– 1Wireless LAN Fundamentals
+1)/2)–1 helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
Some points worth mentioning about Table 6-2 follow:
AC(0) is classified as best effort traffic, so the parameters nearly match standard DCF
values with the exception of the AIFS, which has a value of DIFS + 1 slot time. Also,
note that a TXOP duration limit of 0 allows for only a single frame to be transmitted.
AC(1), with slightly higher priority, has the same channel-access parameters as an
802.11 DCF station, with the exception of a TXOP duration that allows for multiple
frames to be transmitted and acknowledged.
AC(2) has a smaller contention window than the lower-priority ACs and a longer TXOP.

To illustrate the impact of the smaller contention window, consider the following:
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- The default initial CWmin value is typically 7 slot times. A DCF station randomly
selects a backoff value between 0 and the CWmin (in this case, 7) and uses that as
the counter value to decrement. With AC(2), the CWmin value of 7 changes to 3.
The station now only has to select a backoff value ranging from 0 to 3, a much
shorter time window. The CWmax value is also different, now using the CWmin
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contention window of the ACs but also has a shorter TXOP
duration limit as well. AC(3) frames are typically network control or voice frames, which
are small and don't require much "air" time to transmit successfully.
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HCF in Controlled Access Mode
HCF operation is similar to the operation of PCF described in Chapter 2. The AP contains a
logical entity known as the hybrid coordinator (HC) that keeps tracks of HCF client stations
and schedules the polling intervals. Polled access as implemented in HCF allows a station to
request a TXOP, instead of just determining that one is available, as with EDCF. HCF
operation, combined with HCF admission control, allows the HC to intelligently determine
what resources are available on the wireless medium and accept or reject application traffic

streams. HCF can operate in two modes, one coexisting with EDCF and the other using a
contention-free period (CFP), similar to PCF.

Contention-Free HCF Operation
Contention-free HCF operation operates as follows:
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4. The CFP ends when the HC sends a CF-End frame, or the CFP duration expires.

Figure 6-2 illustrates this operation.
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Figure 6-2. Contention-Free HCF Operation
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can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
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Interoperation of EDCF and HCF
Unlike PCF operation, HCF polled access can occur during the contention period and coexist
with EDCF operation as well as DCF operation. Polled TXOPs are "delivered" to the HCF
pollable stations and facilitate the transmission or reception of QoS data frames. The HC
gains access to the medium before EDCF stations by having to wait only a PIFS interval
before accessing the medium. Figure 6-3 illustrates the coexistence.

Figure 6-3. Contention Period HCF Operation (Coexistence with
EDCF)
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Figure 6-4 depicts a TSPEC information element as defined in 802.11e draft 4.0.

Figure 6-4. TSPEC IE Format
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Note
A TSPEC is required for each direction, both from the client to the HC and from
the HC to the client. The client must request both TSPECs.
3. The HC accepts the TSPEC and responds with a MA response for QoS to the station.
4. The HC sends a TXOP via a QoS data CF-Poll frame.
5. The station responds with a QoS data frame or burst of frames, depending on the
duration of the TXOP.

5.

Figure 6-5. HCF Admission Control Message Overview
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With a TSPEC timeout, after the defined timeout period for the stream elapses, the HC sends
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Summary: The Challenges Facing EDCF and HCF
At the time of this writing, there are two major obstacles perplexing the IEEE with respect to
802.11e: an effective yet simple admission control for EDCF and the operation performance
of HCF. These issues are hotly debated among the various vendors in the working group who
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Chapter 7. Radio Frequency Essentials
Although it is one thing to understand the basic components of the 802.11 physical layers
(PHYs), it is an entirely different task to understand when and where you can deploy wireless
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Radio Basics
The term radio refers to electromagnetic transmission through free space at millimeter wave
frequencies and below. It encompasses a wide range of applications, from AM and FM car
radios to cellular phone radios and terrestrial digital microwave radios. Some, like AM and FM
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area networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
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Antenna Basics
What is an antenna? The IEEE defines an antenna as "that part of a transmitting or receiving
system that is designed to radiate or receive electromagnetic waves" (IEEE Standard 1451993). In other words, it is the antenna that takes the radio frequency (RF) signal that the
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The next question you might ask is, "How does an antenna work?" According to the textbook
that most antenna designers learned with—Stutzman and Thiele's Antenna Theory and
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dBi. This conversion is important for you to remember because although most vendors
express gain in dBi, some express it in dBd. Figure 7-1 shows a sample radiation pattern for
a directional antenna.

Figure 7-1. Sample Radiation Pattern
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You can construct a dipole antenna by taking a transmission line and bending the
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
ends outward to create oppositely charged poles that induce a time-varying current
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
between them.
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
Remembering that this radiation exists in three-dimensional space, you often find that an
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
antenna has a main lobe or beam, which is the direction of maximum gain, and that it is also
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
characterized by minor lobes, often referred to as side and backlobes, depending upon the
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
direction of the minor lobe relative to the main lobe. Vendors often describe antennas by the
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
gain of the main lobe. When doing so, they also specify the beamwidth of the antenna. It is
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
usually the principle half-power beamwidth, which is defined by the IEEE as follows: "In a
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is 3 dB lower than the maximum point of the lobe; this point is the half-power point, and it is
where the angle between them gives the half-power beamwidth. Figure 7-2 illustrates this
description.

Figure 7-2. Half-Power Beamwidth
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802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
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can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment In the
sample
radiation pattern, the front-to-back ratio is 20 dB, as shown in Figure 7-3. The main
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lobe gain is 15 dBi, and the back lobe is -5 dBi. The difference, 15 dBi…(-5 dBi) = 20 dB, is
the
front-to-back
ratio.computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
Wireless
LANs connect
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
Figure
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Ratio upkeep. Finally,
are no longer necessary, saving
the7-3.
cost of
line rental and equipment
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
Now that you understand the gain of an antenna, it is time to examine the actual power that
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
is transmitted by a radio connected to an antenna. The effective radiated power (ERP) takes
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
the gain of an antenna in units of dBd, relative to a half-wave dipole, and multiplies it by the
recommendations.
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are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
The electromagnetic waves emitted by an antenna can trace different patterns that affect
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
propagation. The pattern depends upon the polarization of the antenna, which could be
linearly
or circularly
802.11 Wireless
LAN polarized.
Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
Most antennas that you find for WLANs are linearly polarized, either horizontal or vertical. In
to justify their value within organizations.
the former case, the electric field vector lives in the vertical plane, and in the latter the plane
is horizontal. Vertical polarization is more common, although you might find scenarios where
horizontal polarization works better. Although it isn't likely that you will use circularly
polarized antennas indoors, using wireless bridging technology you might find applications
for them. As with linearly polarized antennas, there are two cases: left-hand polarized and
right-hand polarized. If the vector rotates clockwise as the wave is traveling toward you, then
it is left-hand polarized.
Similarly, if it rotates counter-clockwise, it is right-hand polarized. Shooting a link over a
body of water, where the polarization can rotate with each reflection, is an example of where
circular polarization would be useful because it is invariant with respect to rotation. A linearly
polarized antenna could switch from vertical to horizontal as it rotates.

In general, for a line-of-sight link, you should use the same polarization on both sides. A 21
dBi vertically polarized antenna might have only 1 to -4 dBi of gain in the horizontal plane;
that is, the cross-polarization discrimination is typically 20 to 25 dB.
The radiation efficiency of an antenna is "the ratio of the total power radiated by an antenna
to the net power accepted by the antenna from the connected transmitter." The antenna
radiates some power as electromagnetic energy. All RF devices—radios, transmission lines, or
antennas—have
impedance, which is the ratio of the voltage to the current at
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of the energy is reflected back in the direction of the source, and the remainder is transferred
to the antenna. The voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) characterizes these reflections. If no
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A highPages:
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312and a lossy transmission line loses or wastes significant energy. Even more
unsettling: With a high VSWR and high powers, a dangerous situation can develop as high
voltages build up on the transmission line and, in extreme cases, cause arcing. However, this
situation should never be an issue for you at the low power levels of your WLAN deployments.
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Figure 7-4. WLAN Antennas
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802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Receiver Performance Basics
Radio receivers are characterized by their receiver sensitivity, which is the minimum signal
level for the receiver to be able to acceptably decode the information. The acceptability
threshold is governed by a particular bit error rate (BER), packet error rate (PER), or frame
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error ratio (FER).
For
example, the 802.11a standard specifies that the minimum compliant
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receiver performance
at a 54 Mbps data rate is –65 dBm at a 10 percent PER. Note that the
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is also at a specific data rate because each modulation scheme has its
own
signal-to-noise
ratio
(SNR) requirement. In general, the higher the data rate, the higher
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the SNR required and hence the higher the receiver sensitivity level. The receiver sensitivity
of the
radio is also governed by the receiver noise figure. All receivers have some base
Publisher: Cisco Press
underlying noise level, either from the precision of the digital processing or from the
Pub Date: December 23, 2003
performance of the analog components. This noise level is the noise floor. As the noise floor
ISBN: 1-58705-077-3
rises, so
too does the receiver sensitivity because the minimum signal level over the noise,
Pages:
312
SNR, is fixed
for the modulation scheme. This concept is depicted in Figure 7-5. To evaluate
the performance of a radio, receiver sensitivity is one of the important inputs to your linkbudget calculation that ultimately determines the achievable data rates and ranges. In
general, you want the lowest receiver sensitivity that is economically feasible.
Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.

Figure 7-5. Receiver Sensitivity Calculation
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Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network
accessibility
usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11b
Minimum
Radioand
Performance
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
To ensure satisfactory system performance between equipment manufactured by different
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
vendors, the 802.11b PHY standard defines minimum radio performance levels that all
to justify their value within organizations.
equipment must satisfy for compliance. At an FER less than .08 with a Physical Layer
Convergence Procedure service data unit (PSDU) length of 1024 octets at an 11 Mbps data
rate, the minimum receiver sensitivity is –76 dBm at the antenna connector. Under the same
conditions, the receiver maximum input level is –10 dBm at the antenna connector, and the
adjacent channel rejection of another compliant 802.11b transmitter is 35 dB at the antenna
connector. For adjacent channel rejection, the receiver must be able to adequately filter or
operate in the presence of an adjacent signal to maintain the 0.08 FER. To test adjacent
channel rejection, the desired signal is placed 6 dB over the minimum receiver sensitivity
level, and the adjacent channel signal is placed 41 dB over that same level. In the discussion
of the 802.11b spectral mask, you will see what the likely resultant channel signal
contribution is from the interferer.

802.11a Minimum Radio Performance
Similar to 802.11b, 802.11a also defines minimum radio performance parameters. Table 7-2
provides the minimum receiver sensitivity, adjacent channel rejection, and alternate adjacent
channel rejection at the antenna connector for the 802.11a data rates at a PER less than 10
percent with a 1000-byte PSDU length. In the rejection performance, the desired signal is
placed
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802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
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Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

System Performance
Ultimately, what concerns you and the users of your WLAN network from a radio performance
perspective is coverage and throughput. They are directly related to the range at each data
rate. To determine the range, you must know how to translate from the system gain that you
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However, the typical indoor WLAN environment is cluttered with walls, desks, people, and
other
objects, all of which degrade the signal and increase the loss. As Chapter 8, "Deploying
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Wireless LANs," discusses, the only way to get an accurate understanding of the path loss in
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your environment is to conduct a site survey. However, it is still useful to understand the
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that affect system performance and how to determine your system gain for
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with other systems.
Alink budget is the tool that you can use to determine the overall system gain. You need to
know the following pieces of information for you system:
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GHz ISM band. For example, a 100-foot cable run of LMR-400, a fairly common low-loss RF
cable, has a cable loss of 10.5 dB at 5.3 GHz but only 6.5 dB at 2.4 GHz.
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efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
Alternatively, if you perform the operations in the log or dB domain, it is merely a matter of
802.11 Wireless
LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
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value
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dB =
Table 7-3 provides two sample link budgets using hypothetical radios at 2.4 GHz with a 50foot cable run at the access point (AP) in both cases. The table provides both the downstream, AP to client, and upstream, client to AP, link budgets for both systems. System B
uses a lower-performing AP with lower transmit power and higher receive sensitivity. You can
see that in the downstream, system B is 3 dB worse than system A, but in the upstream, it is
11 dB worse. For system A, the downstream limits the overall range and data rate, but for
system B is limited by the upstream. In a free-space environment, system A would have a 5
dB link-budget advantage, resulting in nearly twice the range at the same data rate. Each 6
dB increase in link budget doubles the range in free space. In this way, you can see that you
must consider the overall system gain when evaluating the coverage and throughput that two

wireless systems can provide.

Table 7-3. Sample Link Budget
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Figure 7-6. Receiver Sensitivity in Presence of Interference
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Multipath occurs when the desired signal reaches the receiving antenna via multiple paths,
each of which has a different propagation delay and path loss. These different paths are
usually caused by reflections off objects in the environment or off inhomogeneous
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conditions.
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these received
paths are
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antenna, and
depending upon the delays and the attenuation of each path, multipath fading can occur.
Figure 7-7 shows an example of summing the different multipath rays.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks

Figure 7-7. Summing Multipath Rays

Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
Fading is a time-varying change in the path loss of a link with the time variance governed by
the movement of objects in the environment, including the transmitter and receiver
themselves. For example, you might be sitting in a conference room with a wireless laptop
and be connected to an AP in the hallway. If someone closes the door to the conference
room, the path loss drops, resulting in a lower received signal level. This scenario is a fade.
Flat fading occurs when the entire signal across the whole channel fades. With broadband
signals like 802.11, frequency-selective fading can also occur. The signal might be
significantly attenuated at certain frequencies but not at others. If you think back to
orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM), you will recall that it independently
energizes individual frequencies and then codes and interleaves across them. This process

provides OFDM with a distinctive advantage over other modulation schemes like
Complementary Code Keying (CCK) in that if a frequency selective fade occurs, it might only
attenuate a few tones of an OFDM signal, thereby allowing the coding and interleaving to
restore the original bit stream. With CCK, the entire bit stream might be lost.
Depending upon the multipath characteristics, it can change the path-loss model from that of
free space, which is proportional to the square of the distance, to a path loss that is
proportional to the fourth power of the distance. Under these circumstances, the path loss
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sitting at a traffic light listening to your car radio, you roll forward or backward a few inches
only to discover drastically different reception. This spatial variation in multipath is one of the
main reason why WLANs employ multiple or diversity receive and transmit antennas. If these
antennas are separated by at least a wavelength, then the signals they receive become
uncorrelated, so when one is experiencing a fade, the other might not. Most WLAN devices
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Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Unlicensed Wireless
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has regulatory control over the wireless
spectrum in the United States. Although many countries have similar spectrum regulations,
unlicensed wireless can vary by country and continent. This section highlights the major
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Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
In the United States, the ISM band includes the 2.4 GHz to 2.4835 GHz band. The FCC has
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
determined that nonradiating equipment could radiate RF in these bands. As an example, a
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
microwave oven radiates RF in the 2.4 GHz band because that is the frequency band used by
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
the oven to cook food. The FCC allows for secondary spectrum users to take advantage of this
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
band by using spread spectrum technology. A secondary user is a user who does not own the
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
primary license for a given set of frequencies.
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
In the United States, the Code of Federal Regulations 47 (CFR47) codifies the
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
telecommunications rules put forth by the FCC. Part 15 of CFR47 governs the use of
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
unlicensed radiators, whether they are intentional, unintentional, or incidental. The part 15
to justify their value within organizations.
rules strictly regulate power output to make sure the secondary user does not interfere with
the primary user. In general, a secondary user uses a frequency (or set of frequencies) at
power levels far lower than what the primary user, such as a ham radio operator, has a
license for. With microwave ovens, the primary user of the 2.4 GHz frequency set radiates RF
anywhere from 600 to 1000 watts. An 802.11 radio typically radiates RF anywhere from 30 to
100 milliwatts. This setup allows a primary user to overpower a secondary user if their RF
paths cross.

ISM Band Frequencies

The ISM band has individual channels for use by unlicensed devices. The channels and their
allocations are governed by regulatory bodies and can vary slightly from country to country.
Table 7-4 summarizes the WLAN channels in the ISM band and their allocation in different
regulatory domains, including the FCC in the United States, the European
Telecommunications Standard Institute (ETSI), Japan, and Israel.
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flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
Figure 7-8. 802.11b Spectral Mask
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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You can tell that despite having 11 channels allocated, there are actually only 3 nonoverlapping channels: 1, 6, and 11.
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governs transmission in this band. For direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) signals, a 10
mW/MHz output power can be used. For frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) signals,
that same 10 mW/MHz can be used at frequencies from 2.471 to 2.497, but from 2.400 to
2.471 only 3 mW/MHz can be used. Israel currently follows ETSI rules for output power
levels.

U-NII Band WLAN Frequencies
At press time, the U-NII band frequencies are primarily available for use in the United States
and in countries that have adopted FCC-type spectrum rules. As previously stated, the U-NII
1 band extends from 5.15 to 5.25 GHz, the U-NII 2 band is immediately adjacent to it at 5.25
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Figure 7-10. U-NII 1, 2, and 3 Channels
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Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
Figure 7-8 also shows the U-NII 3 channels. In contrast to the lower 5 GHz bands, the center
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
frequencies in the U-NII 3 band are only 20 MHz from the band edge. This fact is important
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
for you to remember when considering the spurious emissions and spectral mask
requirements for this band because it proves to be more challenging for radio designers who
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
design for the lower bands.
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

U-NII Band Spurious Emissions and Spectral Masks
CFR47 part 15.407 specifies spurious emissions requirements for the three U-NII bands. For
the U-NII 1 band, all emissions outside the 5.15 to 5.35 GHz band must be less than an EIRP
of –27 dBm/MHz, transmissions are for indoor use only, and an integral antenna must be in
use. For the U-NII 2 band, you have the option of following these same rules, although you
may use the band for indoor and outdoor use with nonintegral antennas if all emissions
outside of 5.25 to 5.35 are less than an EIRP of –27 dBm/MHz. For U-NII 3 band
transmission, all emissions outside the band edges, 5.725 and 5.825, must be less than an
EIRP of –17 dBm/MHz; furthermore, as you move to 10 MHz from the band edges, all

spurious emissions must be less than or equal to an EIRP of –27 dBm/MHz.
The 802.11a standard also defines a spectral mask for transmission in the U-NII bands. The
transmitted spectrum must be 0 dBr, relative to the maximum spectral density of the signal,
out to a maximum bandwidth of 18 MHz, and then it must be less than –20 dBr at 11 MHz
from the center frequency, -28 dBr at 20 MHz, and –40 dBr at 30 MHz. Figure 7-11 shows
this spectral mask.
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Figure 7-11. 802.11a Spectral Mask
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area networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Figure 7-12. Adjacent Channel Interference
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

You should keep this in mind as you plan your channel allocations because contributions from
multiple adjacent channels can start to accumulate.
It is also important for you to be aware of the spectral mask and spurious emissions
requirements when you employ remote antennas. When vendors certify their radios and
antennas with the FCC, they specifically set power levels based not only upon EIRP limits, but
also upon these spectral mask constraints. It might appear that they have set antenna gains

and power levels that fall below the EIRP limits, but in many cases, this setting might be
necessary to meet the spectral mask requirements. For this reason, you should not exceed
the vendor-suggested EIRP limits for each type of antenna and radio.
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The following transmit power limitations are set by 802.11a for operation in the U-NII bands:
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In the U-NII 2 band, you can use up to a 200 mW, 23 dBm, transmitter with up to a 6
dBi gain antenna for a 29 dBm maximum EIRP. In addition, for each dB of antenna gain
over 6 dBi, you must reduce the transmitter power by 1 dB.
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802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Summary
This chapter discussed the essential physical-layer evaluation points for a radio system along
with the specific rules that govern their operation. Key items to remember are that it is not
enough to evaluate a radio based upon its transmit power. You must consider the entire link
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Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Chapter 8. Deploying Wireless LANs
Understanding how the 802.11 protocol operates, the behavior of mobile nodes, MAC layer
security, and quality of service (QoS) is necessary for making wireless LAN (WLAN)
deployment
decisions.
There is far more to deploying access points (APs) than running cable
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These two primary areas shape the decisions you make when determining how many APs to
use, the amount of coverage overlap, and the locations of upper-layer devices, such as
authentication servers.
Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

WLAN Deployment and Application Impact
WLAN deployments impact application use differently. It is important for you to understand
these impacts as you plan your WLAN deployment. The keys are the following:
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fair access to the wireless medium, suggesting that each client has equal access to (and a
portion of) the wireless medium. In a world where switched 10 Mbps and 100 Mbps Ethernet
are commonplace, sharing 11 Mbps or even 54 Mbps (802.11b and 802.11a, respectively)
among 10 to 25 other clients can be perceived as a step backward.
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helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
Bursty application types have erratic and unpredictable behavior, making scaling
determinations a guessing game for AP density calculations. Although there is no widely
accepted heuristic rule to estimate future client traffic for accessing the web, downloading email, or accessing client/server applications, a good rule of thumb is to set a limit of 25 users
per AP.
Medium contention in 802.11 is similar to medium contention in 802.3 half-duplex wired
networks. All stations have equal access to the medium, and the greater the number of
stations, the greater the chance for frame collision, backoff, and retransmission. As detailed
inChapter 2, "802.11 Wireless LANs," the same issues exist for 802.11 DCF stations.
The logical result of contention is induced latency in the BSS. Stations are spending more

time trying to access the medium instead of transmitting and receiving frames. This process
leads to upper-layer protocol timeouts and has the potential for dropped application sessions.
When these scenarios exist, it is advisable to opt for high-density deployments to avoid or
mitigate these situations. There are costs associated with denser AP deployments, but given
the low cost of APs, and the costly impact to productivity, it makes sense to correctly deploy
WLANs initially rather than perform a second site survey and augment an existing
deployment.
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Adjusting the fragmentation threshold— The fragmentation threshold specifies the
largest size a frame can be before being fragmented. As detailed in Chapter 2, the
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the Ready to Send (RTS) threshold— The RTS threshold specifies the
largest size a frame can be before the transmitter sends an RTS. An RTS allows the
transmitter (either AP or client) to effectively reserve the medium for a given amount of
time to send a frame and receive the expected acknowledgment.
WLAN setups generally do not employ either of these mechanisms because they are manually
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set on the clients and not signaled by the AP. Either the user or the network administrator
must configure each client station during times of congestion, which is not practical or
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802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

WLAN Deployment Planning
There are two general methodologies in deploying WLANs:
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This section discusses both types using a typical office floor plan, as shown in Figure 8-1.
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Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
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flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
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amount of APs. (A typical coverage-oriented network provides a user to AP ratio of 25 to 1.)
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following:
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
Bursty, low packet rate application types, such as barcode scanning and database
queries
Low bandwidth requirements, allowing data rate scaling down to lower data rates such
as 1 or 2 Mbps
Ease of maintenance because of little or no support staff local to the WLAN
In coverage-oriented deployments, the typical applications have low packet rates and low
bandwidth requirements. Because of these meager demands on the WLAN, the users can
expect effective throughput in these deployments to be quite high.

This setup allows more users to leverage the WLAN while still maintaining adequate
performance.
These types of deployments might be common in warehouse environments or retail
environments where WLANs are mission critical for inventory control and just-in-time
purchasing and where the IT staff is in a central site, with no local support staff to
troubleshoot coverage issues.
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Figure 8-2. Typical Office Floor Plan with a Coverage-Oriented WLAN
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Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
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illustration.

Capacity-Oriented WLANs
A capacity-oriented WLAN is designed to provide maximum throughput and packet rate for
each client in a BSS. Capacity-oriented cell sizes are smaller than coverage-oriented cells,
requiring a higher AP density. Capacity-oriented deployments are required for areas that
have the following characteristics:

High packet rate applications
Latency-sensitive applications
Smaller-sized subnet deployments (or multiple subnets per coverage area)
Dense client population
•
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Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
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phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.

Phased AP Deployment—Migrating from Coverage-Oriented
Deployments
802.11
Wireless LAN
toFundamentals
Capacity-Oriented
helps networking
Deployments
professionals realize these benefits by

helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to
justify
their value
within organizations.
A large
number
of deployments
begin by providing coverage in common areas, such as
conference rooms. The usual result from such a deployment is that users near the conference
room leverage the WLAN while those who are farther away do without. These deployments
are the seed to full-coverage deployments after the WLAN has been in place for some time.
The user demand for WLANs usually forces the IT department to fully deploy at some point,
so it might be useful to prepare for full deployments even when starting with a partial
deployment.
It makes sense to perform an initial site survey for a complete coverage deployment. Figure
8-4 shows a partial deployment given the same coverage-oriented site survey from Figure 82. The deployed APs provide coverage to the common areas and conference rooms in the
floor plan. The black dots represent the locations of APs for future deployment that will not

interfere with the existing APs. Note that the deployed APs are in the same places as in
Figure 8-2. This setup allows future deployments to occur without the need for additional
costly site surveys.

Figure 8-4. Partial AP Deployment
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Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Site Survey
Ultimately, what you as a system administrator or site surveyor need to know is the number,
location, and configuration of APs in your facility. To understand how best to discover this
information, as explained earlier, it is important to determine whether the end goal is a
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Site Survey Challenges
Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
As the site survey engineer, you face many challenges, and you need to understand and
evaluate them up front before you even start performing the physical site survey. For
example,
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fully stocked shelves rather than empty shelves. You also need to pay attention to objects
that tend to reflect microwave energy, causing multipath, as introduced in Chapter 7, "Radio
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settings or by utilizing directional antennas. In all cases, you need to take careful signalstrength measurements during the site survey to ensure a robust design.
In a retail environment, the demands on the network can change from light usage to heavy
usage as store managers use a small number of 802.11 phones during business hours, and
then large numbers of employees flood the wireless network during nightly inventory sessions
using barcode scanners. These scanners might require the transmission of many small
transaction packets that need to arrive at their destination within a certain amount of time.
In contrast, a streaming video display of specials might just require very high through-put. In
the former case, it is critical that you achieve 100 percent coverage wherever the scanners
might be operating. Because there is little data to share, it is satisfactory to only provide

lower data rate coverage in some areas. The video case will likely require high data rate
coverage, but it will only be at a fixed location or at a subset of the locations where scanner
coverage is required.
You might not be able to control some sources of interference, such as some cordless phones,
microwave ovens, and even other WLAN networks. Non-802.11–based cordless phones
represent the most common source of harmful interference to WLAN networks. These phones
are often designed to operate in either of the 2.4 GHz or 5.8 GHz ISM bands, utilizing either
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The other
interference concern, which often appears in healthcare applications, is missioncritical equipment to which your network could be a harmful source of interference. Because
the 2.4 GHz ISM band was allocated for medical devices, some hospitals might have units
operating in this band. In general, WLANs operate at much lower transmit power levels than
medical devices, and you might be able to place them upon channels where medical devices
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foremost, you need
to understand where your medical devices are located and what their characteristics are.
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The physical
environment
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challengescase
if it requires
to operate under extreme temperature, high or low humidity, or wet conditions. You might
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
find that you need to provide coverage inside a refrigerated room in a warehouse, for
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localexample. In this case, it might be necessary to place the AP inside a heated enclosure if the
area networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
required operating temperature falls outside the range specified by the manufacturer.
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
Similarly, if you are creating outdoor hotspots and do not want to run a long RF cable from
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
an indoor location for the AP to the outdoor antenna location, you might place the AP in a
recommendations.
properly rated NEMA enclosure to protect it from the rain and elements.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
If you need to provide coverage on multiple floors of a facility such as an apartment building,
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
you also need to remember that your first-floor network might interfere with your secondand wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
floor network and vice versa, depending upon the design and construction of your building.
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
This potential will lengthen the site survey process because it will be necessary not only to
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
measure the signal strength on the desired floor, but also to measure it on the floor above
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
and the floor below.
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
In retail or education environments, you might have special aesthetic requirements to hide
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
the network infrastructure, either to protect it from vandalism or to meet specific corporate
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
requirements. Under these circumstances, it is common to place plenum-rated APs above
to justify their value within organizations.
ceiling panels, if that space is available, and then place the antenna in the ceiling or wall
itself. Because they are small and flat, patch antennas often work well in these
circumstances.
In addition to these challenges, you need to consider the characteristics of the end-user
clients. This consideration includes such factors as the types of client devices that your
network will need to support, the nature of the workforce using the clients, and the type of
applications they are running over the WLAN. With stationary PCs in an office environment,
there will be very little roaming, so coverage can be more focused with less overlap. Even if
laptops are in use, it might not be necessary to provide high data rate coverage away from
desks and conference rooms. If your firm is an engineering firm that runs applications with
high-bandwidth applications, such as CAD tools, you need to maximize capacity with much

smaller cells and fewer users per cell. In contrast, if your end users are running sessionbased applications on barcode scanners, they might have minimal bandwidth requirements
but require coverage that allows for seamless roaming with support for connectivity at all
locations. With voice, your network will be filled with many small data packets, so you must
understand the capacity of your WLAN infrastructure devices with respect to voice. In these
examples, there can be no holes in your coverage. Some specialized client devices might not
even support higher data rates. You must also take into account this possibility. From all
these
questions,
your most basic need is to understand the throughput and packet•
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forwarding requirements on your network, on a global scale and in localized special
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requirements.
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The Wi-Fi CERTIFIED on your client devices ensures a
base level of interoperability between devices from
different vendors. It is imperative that both your access
points and client devices have this logo. The Wi-Fi
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managing
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in and
Chapter
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Essentials," performs interoperability testing so you can
safely deploy without fear of interoperability concerns.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
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frequency.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
Site
Survey
Tools
to justify
their value
within organizations.
With your WLAN challenges, requirements, and goals, it is time to gather the tools you need
to conduct your site survey:
The client device, radio, and antenna that you expect to service with your network.
APs with battery packs to run the APs for at least 8 hours.
Two of each type of antenna you anticipate using.
Mounting tools for the AP, battery pack, and antenna. They can include brackets, duct

tape, and zip ties.
Markers to indicate the locations of APs.
Measuring wheel for horizontal and vertical distances.
RF cable or attenuator, if you anticipate using remote antennas.
•
•
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Where are the APs located?
How are they mounted?
Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
How do they connect to the LAN?
Master do
theyou
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of to
Wireless
LANs with
concise design and deployment guide
Where
need
install cables
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power?
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your physical survey follows slightly different steps. With both, you should set
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channel assignments to avoid overlap and do each survey on the channel that will be used.
You
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are no longer
necessary,
saving
cost of line
rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
With
approach,
choose one
of the for
edges
your desired
coverage area
whilethe
thecoverage-oriented
network accessibility
and usefulness
increases
the of
individual
users.
and place an AP there. Now, walk toward the center of the desired coverage area, until you
locate
boundary
desired coverage.
the APprofessionals
to that location
and these
surveybenefits
the
802.11the
Wireless
LAN of
Fundamentals
helps Move
networking
realize
by
coverage.
At this
point, you
have
two options:
helping them
understand
how
to design,
build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
Take the same approach with the other extremities and then fill in the holes in the
middle.
Place the next AP at the edge of the current one, find its coverage edge, and move the
AP to that location. Work your way around the facility in a similar fashion.
With either of these approaches, you need to define your edges to allow for the appropriate
level of overlap. Figure 8-5 shows an example of the extremity approach, and Figure 8-6
shows the AP-to-AP approach. In each figure, the channel in use is indicated in the center of
each range circle. The lighter-shade APs indicate the initial locations used to determine the
center point for the AP. The arrows show how the positioning of one AP determines the next

AP's location.

Figure 8-5. Coverage-Oriented Extremity Plus Hole-Filling Survey
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Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
Figure
8-6.
Coverage-Oriented
AP-to-AP
Survey
WLANs, the book
goes on
to explain
services and advanced
features that
such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

With a capacity-oriented approach, determine the number of users you want to attach to
each AP and the user density, and from that, determine the desired cell radius. Use the same
techniques as before, but adjust the power until you achieve the desired size cell. You should
most likely use the extremity approach when you have isolated pockets of users, but you
might use the other approach when the user density is fixed throughout the environment.
Depending upon the complexity of the site and the requirements, you might experience a lot
•
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warehouse,
if only one end has Ethernet connectivity at, or you could run fiber out
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to the APs located at the far end.

Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Upper-Layer Considerations
After you finish a site survey and physical deployment mapping, the second phase of WLAN
deployment can begin. A secure WLAN requires an authentication, authorization, and
accounting (AAA) server such as RADIUS to allow for user-based authentication. In addition,
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you should also
a mechanism to manage the WLAN, either by extending an existing
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platform, such as CiscoWorks, or by introducing a domain-specific platform just
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in the WiFi Protected Access (WPA) specification and the forthcoming
Pages:
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802.11i standard for WLAN security. The solution requires a AAA server to provide userbased authentication. The AAA server is probably located in a secured data center, several
router hops away for the network edge. With the advent of Layer 3, wire rate switching, you
can measure the network latency between the network edge and the data center in single
digit milliseconds, if not microseconds.
Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.

802.1x-based deployments become more complicated when distributed across a WAN link.
WAN Master
links are
generally
bandwidth
thanthis
LAN
connections,
a result, congestion
the
basics oflower
Wireless
LANs with
concise
design and
and as
deployment
guide
can occur on these links. Congestion can have a significant impact on 802.1x-based
authentication
in that
dropped RADIUS
can cause
client-station
authentications
Understand
implementation
issuespackets
for a variety
of environments
including
vertical, to
time out
andand
fail,enterprise
as well as networks
potentially impact roaming, as depicted in Figure 8-7.
SOHO,
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11
Wireless
Fundamentals
gives networking
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and IT professionals
the
Figure
8-7. LAN
WAN
Link Congestion
Impacting
802.1x
Authentication
knowledge they need to design, deploy,
manage,
and
troubleshoot
their
own
wireless
localin Remote Sites
area networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to
their value
organizations.
Youjustify
can alleviate
thewithin
problem
in a couple of ways:
Use QoS to prioritize 802.1x RADIUS packets across the WAN.
Install a local AAA server at the remote site.

Prioritizing 802.1X RADIUS Packets Using IP QoS
Using QoS to prioritize RADIUS packets is easy. It provides priority for 802.1x packets during
WAN congestion. For those who already have QoS deployed to support VoIP applications, the

process to augment Cisco router and switch configurations in nominal.
VoIP typically has an IP precedence value of 5 and a differentiated services code point
(DSCP) value of expedited forwarding (EF). Video usually has an IP precedence of value of 4
and DSCP value of AF41 through AF43. VoIP call control (MGCP or H.323) usually has an IP
precedence value of 3 and DSCP value of AF31 to AF33. 802.1X RADIUS packets can be
viewed as control traffic that is network critical, so it is reasonable to classify it along with
VoIP call control with an IP precedence of 3 or DSCP of AF31 to AF33. These values are
•
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Function

IP Precedence Value

DSCP Value

Voice (VoIP)

5

EF

Video

4

AF41–AF43

Signaling (VoIP call control, 802.1x)

3

AF31–AF33
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recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
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Authentication
or cables. Benefits
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Sites
systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency
and speed.at
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necessary,
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Finally,
by no means is it a panacea. Deploying AAA servers at remote sites has issues:
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
Expense— Large remote-site deployments require at least one server per site.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping
Manageability
them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
- Authentication servers could number into the thousands, depending on the
deployment.
- The replication of user databases to large numbers of remote sites can be
problematic.
- Administrator access can be an issue if remote-site administrators need to
constantly access the central server.
Some vendors, such as Cisco Systems, incorporate WAN survivability into their APs to let
customers avoid the expense and to manage the headaches associated with local AAA

servers, as shown in Figure 8-8.

Figure 8-8. Local Authentication Service on the AP
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Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
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functionality. This absence left these deployments with poor-performing WLAN deployments
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equipment,
andvalue
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availability as wired networks.
Many WLAN management solutions provide wired-like management services: Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP) polling, fault monitoring, trap collection, configuration
distribution, firmware distribution, and so on. No available solutions give the administrator
insight into the radio network itself. WLAN performance varies widely with each
implementation. Materials in the walls and the location of external interferers such as
microwave ovens can impact the performance of WLANs, and the introduction of Bluetooth
devices, ad-hoc clients, and neighbors using WLANs can degrade the performance of a WLAN
to the point of making it useless.
Radio management gives the administrator clear visibility into all these issues and,

depending on the solution implementation, can automate the control of radio parameters
such as frequency/channel selection and client/AP transmit power to adapt to harsh RF
environments.
Seek solutions that provide this functionality because it will make your job as an
administrator much easier. RF networking is such a drastic departure from wired networking
that without years of experience, finding a management tool that performs complex site
survey calculations, path loss, interference detection, and possible location services certainly
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phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
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while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Summary
The decisions you make when deploying a WLAN are crucial to optimal WLAN performance:
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Although these two questions are basic and almost self-explanatory, they are typically
overlooked at deployment time. They are the foundation for saving costs during the life of the
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understand how you want to deploy, knowing what tools to use to perform site
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surveys and the best practices for a site survey can save you time and money for a tedious
and time-consuming task. Today, site surveying is a manual task, meaning that the person
doing the survey performs all the measurements and calculations. With the growth of WLANs
and management tools that automate some of these processes, it is reasonable to expect the
same performance and reliability from a WLAN as you do from a wired network.
Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
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Chapter 9. The Future of Wireless LANs
Predicting the future of any technology is always challenging, but in this chapter, you learn
about some current and upcoming technologies that might change the face of WLANs.
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Mbps WLANs are in the early development stages to extend 802.11 and will most likely be
the next-generation technology adopted for the applications described in this text.
As indicated earlier, some of these technologies might serve complementary markets and
solutions to WLANs, some might supplant 802.11 WLANs, and some might die out.
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Bluetooth
Of all the technologies considered in this chapter, Bluetooth is likely the most advanced
technology from the development perspective. Additionally, acceptance of Bluetooth devices
and solutions creating PANs has grown since the technology was made available to
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Figure 9-1. Cable Replacement by Bluetooth
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to seven active slaves per master. All the slaves communicate only to the master, so any
communication between slaves must pass through the master. Scatternets are created when
a device is a slave in more than one piconet or when it is a master in one or a slave in the
other.
Most Bluetooth devices provide an effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) of 0 decibels per
milliwatt (dBm), although the specification does define three classes of Bluetooth devices:
Class 1 transmitters can provide up to 20 dBm (100 milliwatts [mW]) but must employ
transmit power control so that they only employ the minimum power necessary for

reliable communication.
Class 2 transmitters have a maximum transmit power of 4 dBm (2.5 mW).
Class 3 transmitters provide 0 dBm (1 mW).
Because Bluetooth was designed as a cable replacement, often for battery-powered devices,
Class 1 Bluetooth transmitters are not common. The Bluetooth modulation scheme employed
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Figure 9-2. Sample Bluetooth Transmission Sequence
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Bluetooth provides two different types of physical links:
Asynchronous connectionless links (ACLs) are most often used for data communication
where data integrity is often a much higher priority than latency. Packet retransmission
corrects error packets.
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device that enters the piconet at the request of the master. A master can initiate low power
modes, sniff, hold, and park—to conserve energy, to allow more than seven slaves in a
piconet, to provide the master with time to bring other slaves into the piconet, or to provide a
means to be in multiple piconets, creating a scatternet.

Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
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The three-in-one phone provides cellular and cordless phone operation in addition to
walkie-talkie functionality.
The ultimate headset provides an audio interface to other devices such as telephones,
computers, and stereo systems.
The Internet bridge allows a cellular phone to provide a bridge between Internet access
via the cellular network and a computer with a Bluetooth interface.
The object push and file transfer usage models permit the basic transfer of information
between enabled devices.

Mapping the appropriate profiles, which are the basic Bluetooth building blocks, creates these
usage models. These profiles
Allow developers to reduce the many options that Bluetooth provides to only those that
are required for the necessary function
Provide procedures for a function to be taken from a base set of standards
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In
summary, Bluetooth by design solves a different problem than 802.11 addresses, that of
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UWB
UWB is a new technique for which the FCC has defined preliminary guidelines for using
extremely wide relative bandwidth signals generated via short, low power pulses and that
could allow high-bandwidth, interference-resilient communication. The FCC defines UWB as a
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The FCC Report and Order that specifies new rulings creates several classes of UWB devices,
each with its own set of emissions limits:
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efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
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band interference. With regards to multipath, the high fractional bandwidth also allows for a
large pulse-separation period, relative to the pulse duration, so RAKE receivers should be
able to constructively use multipath energy.

NOTE
In addition to producing emissions in the desired channel and band of operation, all
radiators also generate unintentional or spurious emissions at other frequencies. In
fact, many electronic devices that are not communication devices, such as

microwaves, produce spurious emissions. The strength of these emissions is very
tightly restricted by spurious emissions limits.
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FSO
FSO attempts to leverage optical and laser technology advances in the fiber-optical realm to
create short-range, high-bandwidth, line-of-sight, physical-layer point-to-point links through
the transmission of near-infrared signals through the air. It brings the promise of
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Absorption, which is a function of the wavelength of the light in use, can decrease the
power of the light beam. Absorption most often comes from fog or aerosols such as
dust, sea salt, or man-made pollutants.
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Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
Building sway can disturb the alignment of the transmitter and receiver and disrupt the
link.
802.11
Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localTurbulence, which occurs when heated objects create moving air pockets of differing
area networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
temperatures, causes time-varying changes in the index of refraction at the air-pocket
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
interfaces. It can result in beam wander as it randomly reflects through the pockets,
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
scintillation in the form of intensity fluctuations, and increased beam spread.
recommendations.
Fortunately for the FSO community, the two most common fiber-optic communication
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
wavelengths, 850 and 1550 nanometer (nm), happen to align with two atmospheric
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
absorption windows.
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency
and transmitter
speed. Additionally,
cost
can be
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when
third-party
phone lines
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Finally,
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general limits the bandwidth to the hundreds of Mbps over much shorter ranges than lasers
can achieve. Because semiconductor lasers are fairly small and high power, and because they
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
are in use by the fiber-optic community as well, most FSO vendors build their systems
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
around these components. The optical subsystem of mirrors and lenses usually contributes
to justify their value within organizations.
the most to the size of FSO systems and requires a very precise and costly calibration and
alignment procedure that must be maintained across temperature variations as the lenses
and mirrors expand and contract.
To achieve any significant ranges, it is necessary to use a very narrow beam divergence, such
as a milliradiant. As you move the receiver away from transmitter, the beam diverges to
diameters that are larger than the receive telescope, and any transmitted energy that is not
collected results in geometrical path loss. For example, as shown in Figure 9-3, with a 2milliradiant beam divergence and a link range of 500 m, the beam diameter will be 1 m.
However, if the receiving optics collects energy from a 10 centimeter (cm) diameter region,
only 1 percent of the energy will be collected, for a 20 dB loss in the link budget. For every
doubling of the distance, the geometric path loss is increased by 3 dB in clear air.

Figure 9-3. Geometric Path Loss Example
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Decreasing the beam divergence makes the initial alignment of the link more challenging and
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also makes
it more susceptible to building sway, which can result in a pointing loss. To
combat this problem and enable the use of narrower beams, you use tracking and acquisition
systems. They usually include an auto-tracking feature that can use a deflection-detection
system, such as an array of detectors. With these systems, the output is processed in real
time to drive a gimbal that adjusts in the vertical and horizontal plane.
Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
The installation process for an FSO link can be somewhat more time-consuming than that for
an 802.11 wireless bridging link, mainly because of the many previously discussed
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recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

100 Mbps WLANs
Several companies offer 108 Mbps WLANs today, but because there is no standard, they don't
interoperate. In general, they combine two of the available 802.11a channels, forming a
single "new channel" that is twice as wide as a standard channel. In the near future, we
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Index would not only focus on achieving a 100 Mbps data rate, but also strive for
such a task group
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achieve this experience, it will need to make modifications to the
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802.11 physical layer (PHY) and the 802.11 MAC. The group must weigh questions of
coexistence
and backward compatibility in addition to those of basic viability regarding
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spectral efficiency, range, and power consumption.
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From aISBN:
usage-profile
perspective, the two main drivers for 100 Mbps throughput WLANs will
Pages: 312 equivalence with wired 100BASE-T Ethernet and wireless multimedia for the
be throughput
home. The former will further the cause of the fully wireless office because wireless will
provide the same throughput experience as wired. The latter will be driven by the desire to
provide high-quality audio and video to all parts of the home without wiring and also support
Internet surfing.

Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Summary
This chapter considered three complementary technologies. UWB will most likely be a
replacement for Bluetooth because it is seeking to address the same wireless PAN space as
Bluetooth but with much higher data rates. FSO has been deployed as a point-to-point
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Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Chapter 10. WLAN Design
Considerations
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The truth is that WLANs are complex and APs and clients must work in concert with one
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another
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This chapter
introduces you to the specific design considerations for some of the most
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common WLAN deployment scenarios: retail, healthcare, branch office/telecommuter,
education, public safety, and public access.

Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Considerations for Retail Stores
Luckily for most WLAN vendors, one market that relies on WLANs as a mission-critical
application is the retail market. Next time you walk into your favorite home-improvement
store, electronics store, or department store, look at the walls and ceiling. You're bound to
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devices.
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supply-chain management. WLANs provide the employees the mobility they need in a store
environment to quickly and efficiently check inventory with instantaneous updates to backend
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interfaces on these data-capable VoIP handsets lets you deploy custom applications to
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Today, the use of VoIP and a more diverse client base (including laptops, personal digital
assistants [PDAs], and wireless printers) demands more capacity from the infrastructure.
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flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
Numerous stores (hundreds, sometimes thousands, of locations in different geographical
802.11
locations)
Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
Nonredundant,
low bandwidth
WAN connections back to a hub site or central site
to justify
their value within
organizations.
Little or no information technology (IT) or networking staff on hand at the individual
stores
Minimal IT infrastructure at the local stores
Figure 10-1 depicts a typical nonconverged retail store network.

Figure 10-1. A Typical Retail Store Network
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Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
The
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Additionally,
cost savings
can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
Primary client/server applications are housed locally in the store.
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
Converged applications (VoIP and security) are centralized at the hub or central site.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
Management solutions can scale to support the large number of managed APs.
to justify their value within organizations.
The store needs the ability to operate during outage conditions. Given that most WAN links
are nonredundant, centralized backend databases would be useless to a store during a WAN
outage. For this reason, the primary application servers are generally housed locally in the
store.
VoIP is generally a centrally managed application to make it cost effective. A WAN outage can
impact VoIP signaling and operation. In response to this issue, many vendors offer
survivability modes, where local-network infrastructure can detect the loss of central
connectivity and assume a survivability mode. This mode allows an employee in a call to
continue without noticing the outage (unless the call was across the WAN link). The same
premise holds true for WLAN security. The emerging standards in the IEEE 802.11 task group

I and Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA) interoperability specification require the use of an
authentication, authorization, and accounting (AAA) server for user-based authentication.
RADIUS servers (the most common AAA server used for WLAN security) have limited
management for decentralized deployments and face major challenges for administration and
account synchronization. Most retail companies opt to centrally house this service to minimize
these limitations. The downside to this approach is its vulnerability to WAN outages. If the
WAN link or central AAA server becomes unavailable, wireless devices cannot authenticate
and
as a result
are unable to access resources local to the store network. In such a situation,
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Cisco also
offers a similar solution for WLAN authentication survivability. Routers or switches
running Cisco IOS Software with the IEEE 802.1X local authentication service can remain
active and securely authenticate even when connectivity to the central AAA server is lost.
These solutions provide maximum uptime for the WLAN and its applications while minimizing
the impact and expense to the WAN. Figure 10-2 illustrates a retail store network with
Master the basics
survivability
functions
in designing,
incorporated.
building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.

Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide

Figure 10-2. A Retail Store Network with Survivability Features
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can
provide.
Most importantly,systems
it provides
practical design
guidance
and
deploymentis still a
Scaling
network-management
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service
large AP
deployments
recommendations.
lingering issue for WLANs. Management tools that are widely available today are typically
designed for wired networks. Large-scale retail deployments can range anywhere from
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
hundreds to thousands of APs requiring the same element management of wired networks,
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
including configuration and image management, reporting, and trending. These tools do not
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
scale to meet the needs of most wireless deployments. As a result, network administrators
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are left to their own devices in designing creative and effective ways to manage their store
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
networks. Many vendors are developing management platforms that rise to the occasion by
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
providing the scalability and tools required to manage wireless networks. These tools have
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
lacked the integration into wired management platforms necessary to allow a single point of
management visibility into the ever-changing network. Retail customers have raised their
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
voices and demanded that either tools be made available from their current vendors or they
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
will switch vendors!
to justify their value within organizations.

Healthcare Design Considerations
Wireless usage in healthcare has significantly increased with the proliferation of 802.11b
devices and the erosion of price of 802.11b equipment. Healthcare environments see an
immediate return on investment (ROI) with the use of WLANs, namely in the form of patient
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Index mobility (lending to faster patient response time and turn-around time).
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accurate manner. This process reduces the number of rejected claims caused by human error
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Mobile healthcare applications exhibit the same characteristics as a retail store—from a
packet perspective. That is, the traffic is low bandwidth and bursty. These deployments are
usually coverage-oriented to reduce the number of APs, and it is common to see directional
antennas to focus coverage of long hospital corridors, as opposed to use of the standard 2.2
dBi
omnidirectional
antenna.
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Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Enterprise Branch Office and Telecommuter Design
Considerations
Many of the design considerations for enterprise campus deployments are covered in detail in
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justification than it did in years past. As WLAN technology has matured, and many of the key
barriers to deployment (namely security) are addressed, enterprises are starting to embrace
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replacement in small branch offices.
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Figure 10-3. A WLAN-Enabled Branch Office
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Design Considerations for Enterprise Telecommuters
Enterprise telecommuters have many cost-effective mechanisms to access corporate data
resources. Where once only expensive, clear-channel WAN circuits, or switched data services
such as ISDN, were viable high-bandwidth options over dialup services, today telecommuters
can select from a number of high-speed broadband solutions. Such solutions includes highspeed digital subscriber line (DSL) services, broadband cable modems, and high-speed
satellite services, all for under $100 per month (in the United States). Couple with this
availability the introduction of cost-effective, secure, and manageable virtual private network

(VPN) equipment, and enterprises can extend the reach of their data networks and
applications to an employee's home. Figure 10-4 illustrates a telecommuter's network
solution where VPN over high-speed broadband Internet access facilitates access to the
corporate network.
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In some cases, the VPN client resides on the user's laptop or PC, establishing a secure tunnel
from his machine to the VPN concentrator. This setup gives only a single device with the
appropriate VPN client software access to the enterprise network. You would be unable to
deploy devices such as IP phones in the employee's home. In Figure 10-4, the broadband
router acts as a VPN client and all devices behind it are capable of accessing the corporate
network. This setup enables network administrators to provide the telecommuting employee
with a solution that leverages all corporate converged applications.
AlthoughFigure 10-4 illustrates a network where the user has access to all converged

applications, it also has the potential for many security holes. When the user has the VPN
tunnel terminate on a specific endpoint, such as a laptop or PC, access to corporate resources
are limited to that specific user and device. However, the scenario in Figure 10-4 allows any
device behind the broadband router to access the corporate network via the VPN tunnel. With
the proliferation of low-cost APs widely available and targeting the home market, the
probability of an unsecured AP being connected to such a home network is extremely high. If
the AP is not configured to operate securely, it is no different from having an unsecured AP
operating
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the corporate
network. What is worse is that network administrators have next
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APs to networks do so not out of malice, but for the convenience the service provides. The IT
department rolling out wireless in the home will have a huge impact on the reduction of
rogue APs in the home.
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Education Design Considerations
Like healthcare and retail, education at both the university level and the primary/secondary
level has experienced widespread adoption of wireless technologies. Educational institutions
often do not have the luxury to lock network access to a particular room, nor can they afford
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You might also find temporary classrooms or remote educational sites need access to your
network. Rather than trench or lease lines to these locations, the easiest and most rapidly
deployable solution might be to employ wireless bridges to connect the remote network with
the school network, as discussed in Chapter 2, "802.11 Wireless LANs."

Public Access Design Considerations
Public access refers to those deployments where the intent is to provide Internet access via
the wireless medium to the general public in particular areas. The desire to provide this type
of service has grown in hotels, cafes, airports, and any other locales where people
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WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

The actual physical deployment of a public access hot spot is the most straightforward part of
the problem at hand, with many of the same design techniques of other markets applying
equally well here. In addition, on a small scale in a captured public market, you can fairly
easily handle the billing and authentication mechanisms. As previously indicated, the true

challenge is in the billing and roaming areas, and this area is where much of the development
in this field will focus.
The Wi-Fi ZONE designation, provided by the Wi-Fi Alliance, means that the service provider
offering the public-access service is using Wi-Fi CERTIFIED gear for an easy user experience.
Wi-Fi ZONE providers are required to provide quality customer service and a high level of
service that supports VPNs back to corporate networks. Either as a client looking for access or
as a service provide, the designator is a key component of public access.
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Public Safety Design Considerations
Public safety departments have used mobile radio technology for more than 70 years.
However, it has most often been nothing more than a low data-rate service suitable for
carrying voice and/or a small amount of data. With the advent of 802.11, we are on the
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region. In more rural communities, via cooperative management of the spectrum, more
ubiquitous shared public safety, business, and public access coverage might be possible with
access segmented via VLANs. Depending on whether the desire is to bridge mobile networks
or just to provide client access, you can use either wireless bridges or APs. Obviously, it is
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phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
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Figure 10-7 illustrates a deployment using wireless bridges to connect public safety vehicles
to the municipal network, with video feeds, while creating a hot spot coverage zone around
the vehicle for handheld devices. (VPNs provide security.)

Figure 10-7. Example Public Safety Network
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Summary
This chapter introduced a number of different applications of WLANs in such diverse areas as
healthcare, education, and public safety. In each of these areas, WLANs have enabled either
efficiencies or actual applications that were not previously available. This chapter introduced
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while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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Master
I the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
L–M
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
N–O
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO,
and enterprise networks
P
Learn
design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
R
802.11
S Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks
(WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
T
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide.
U–Z
Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

Numerics
3DES(Triple Data Encryption Standard)

•

The de-facto standard for IP Security (IPSec) and virtual private network (VPN)
encryption.
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10BASE2

Implementation of Ethernet that runs over thin, RG-58, or RG-59 coaxial cable. A
10BASE2 segment has a maximum distance of 185 meters (m).
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10BASE5
Implementation of Ethernet that runs over thick coaxial cable, and each segment has a
maximum distance of 485 m.
Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
10BASE-FL
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Implementation
of Ethernet issues
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multimode
fiber cabling.
Each 10BASE-FL
Understand
implementation
for a
variety
of environments
including
vertical,
link
has
a
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of
2
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SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
10BASE-T
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localImplementation
of Starting
Ethernet with
that an
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over Category
3 or 5 unshielded
twisted-pair
area networks
(WLANs).
overview
of the technology
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WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
100BASE-CX
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
Implementation
of Gigabit
that runs over
shielded
(STP)
cabling.
and wires.
Campus networks
canEthernet
grow geographically
larger
whiletwisted-pair
still retaining
all their
Each
1000BASE-CX
segment
has
a
maximum
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of
25
m.
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
100BASE-FX
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
Implementation of Fast Ethernet that runs over multimode fiber cabling. A 100BASE-FX
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
segment has a maximum distance of 400 m in half-duplex mode and 2 km in fullto justify their value within organizations.
duplex mode.

100BASE-LX
Implementation of Gigabit Ethernet that runs over single-mode fiber cabling. Each
1000BASE-LX segment has a maximum distance of 5 km.

100BASE-TX

Implementation of Fast Ethernet that runs over Category 5 UTP cabling. A 100BASE-TX
segment has a maximum distance of 100 m.

100BASE-X
•

Collective term for both 100BASE-TX and 100BASE-FX Fast Ethernet topologies.
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The IEEE standard for port-based, Layer 2 authentication in 802 networks.
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The IEEE standard for wired Ethernet topologies. This specification encompasses
Ethernet, Fast Ethernet, and Gigabit Ethernet today.
Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
802.5
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
The IEEE standard for Token Ring topologies.
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
802.11
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
IEEE standard
for wireless,
Ethernet-compatible
wireless
(WLANs). the
802.11The
Wireless
LAN Fundamentals
gives
networking engineers
andLANs
IT professionals
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
802.11i
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
The IEEE standard for link layer security for 802.11 networks.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
802.11e
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are noThe
longer
saving
cost
of line
and
equipment
upkeep.
Finally,
IEEEnecessary,
standard for
link the
layer
quality
ofrental
service
(QoS)
for 802.11
networks.
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11
LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
802.11Wireless
slot time
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify
theirvalue
value
within from
organizations.
A time
derived
the physical layer (PHY) based on radio frequency (RF)
characteristics of the basic service set (BSS).

1000BASE-SX
Implementation of Gigabit Ethernet that runs over multimode fiber cabling. Each
1000BASE-SX segment has a maximum distance of 220 m.

1000BASE-T

Implementation of Gigabit Ethernet that runs over Category 5 UTP cabling. Each
1000BASE-T segment has a maximum distance of 100 m.
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Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

A
AAA server
A server that provides authentication, authorization, and accounting functions.
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Transmit queues for 802.11e QoS-enabled devices.
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A term used for design networks that indicates the edge of a network. In a LAN, the
access layer provides end stations with connectivity to the network.

Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
acknowledgment frame
What athe
station
receiving
a frame
backconcise
to the design
sendingand
station
to acknowledge
Master
basics
of Wireless
LANssends
with this
deployment
guide the
frame.
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
active
scanning
Learn
design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
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searching for gives
an access
point (AP).
It usually
the clientthe
802.11A Wireless
LAN Fundamentals
networking
engineers
and involves
IT professionals
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probe
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configured
to use
andown
waiting
for probe
knowledge
they
needrequests
to design,
manage,
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their
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area networks
(WLANs).
Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
AES(Advanced Encryption Standard)
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
latest
standard
encryption
algorithm
by the getting
Nationalrid
Institute
of cables
phoneThe
lines
or cables.
Benefits
to these
systemsendorsed
go well beyond
of all the
Standards
and
Technology
(NIST).
AES
is
based
on
the
Rijndael
encryption
algorithm.
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
AES-CCM
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
The mode of AES used in 802.11i.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
AID(association identifier)
A logical port on the AP for the wireless station.

AIFS(arbitration interframe space)
Varying interframe spaces based on an AC's priority.

antenna
The part of the radio system designed to radiate or receive electromagnetic energy.

AP (access point)
•
•
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authentication server
An AAA server for 802.1X or Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) authentication.
Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
authenticator
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
The entity to which a supplicant wants to secure connectivity.
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

B
beacon frame

•

An 802.11 management frame used by the AP to update the BSS of the AP's presence
and its parameters.
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Bluetooth

A short-range wireless technology designed to create personal area networks.
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cipher

A cipher that generates a key stream of a fixed size. The plaintext must be fragmented
into matching size blocks during the encryption operation.
Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
bridge
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
An Ethernet network device that physically separates two Ethernet collision domains.
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
broadcast
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Learn design
and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
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broadcastthe
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to and
from
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another.
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they
need
design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
broadcast
frame
recommendations.
A single
destined
to all
stationsvia
in radio
a broadcast
domain.instead of traditional
Wireless
LANs frame
connect
computer
networks
transmissions
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
BSS(basic service set)
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility
in campus
network
design
increases significantly
for the networking
A group
of 802.11
stations
communicating
with one another
via an AP. professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

C
CCK(complementary code keying)

•

A physical layer spreading technique used by the 802.11b standard to achieve 5.5 and
11 Mbps data rates.
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CoA(care of address)
The device that receives packets sent by the home agent (HA) destined for the mobile
node (MN). The CoA can exist on the MN itself or on the foreign agent (FA).
Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
cochannel
Masteroverlap
the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Overlap of two
BSSs that are
on the
channel.
Understand
implementation
issues
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a variety
of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
collision
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
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knowledge
they need
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deploy,
manage, in
and
their
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area networks
(WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
collision domain
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
internetwork
of Ethernet
devices
that contend
a single
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phoneAn
lines
or cables. Benefits
to these
systems
go well for
beyond
getting
rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
contention period
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the
accessibility
usefulness
increasesfunction
for the individual
users.contend with
The network
time duration
where and
distributed
coordination
(DCF) stations
one another to access the medium.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
core layer
A term used for designing networks that indicates the center of a network. The core
layer should forward frames or packets as fast as possible between routers or switches.

CSMA/CA(carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance)
The basic medium access method for 802.11 networks.

CSMA/CD(carrier sense multiple access with collision detection)
The basic medium access method for Ethernet networks.
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Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

D
DAC (distributed admission control)
Enhanced DCF (EDCF) admission-control mechanism where stations determine whether
they should transmit based on budget advertisements from the AP.
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The second layer of the Open System Interconnection (OSI) reference model. Consists
of two sublayers: the data link sublayer and the logical link sublayer.
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data link sublayer
Also known as the MAC layer, this sublayer focuses on topology-specific
implementations. For example, 802.5 Token Ring networks have a different MAC from
802.3
networks.
Masterthat
the of
basics
inEthernet
designing,
building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.

dBi

Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
Unit forand
describing
antenna
gain relative to an isotropic antenna.
SOHO,
enterprise
networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies

dBm
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localUnit for power
measured
relative
to overview
1 milliwatt.
area networks
(WLANs).
Starting
with an
of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
DCF (distributed coordination function)
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
operation
in 802.11
wireless
LANs.
is the required
phoneCSMA/CA
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systems
go DCF
well beyond
getting basic
rid ofaccess
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for
all
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and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
DIFS(DCF interframe space)
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
The amount of time after the medium becomes available that a station must wait
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
before beginning DCF medium access. A DIFS is equal to a short interframe space
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
(SIFS) plus two slot times.
to justify their value within organizations.

directivity
Describes the intensity of the radiation pattern emanating from an antenna.

distribution layer
A term used for designing networks that indicates the layer of the network that

segments the networks into distinct Layer 2 broadcast domains by using routers or
Layer 3 switches. Network services, such as access control lists (ACLs), route filtering,
and Network Address Translation (NAT), are applied at the distribution layer.

DQPSK(differential quadrature phase shift keying)
•
•
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duplex
A term that describes whether a network topology allows simultaneous transit and
receive by network devices or not .
See also [full duplex]
Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
See also [half duplex]
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

E
EAP (Extensible Authentication Protocol)
A Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) authentication framework.
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An EAP authentication type based on Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol
(CHAP) authentication.
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EAP-TLS
(Transport
Layer Security)

An EAP authentication type based on TLS authentication. Digital certificates are used
for client- and server-side mutual authentication.
Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
ECB(electronic code book)
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
A mode of encryption where the same plaintext always produces the same ciphertext.
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
EDCFLearn
(Enhanced
design DCF)
and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11e
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knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
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A measurement that indicates the actual power that is radiated from an antenna.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
ESS (extended service set)
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are noAlonger
necessary,
the cost of line
rental
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Finally,
collection
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networking
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system (usually the wired Ethernet port on an AP).
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping
them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
Ethernet
to justify their value within organizations.
The IEEE 802.3 standard for wired 10 Mbps network operation. Other higher-speed
variants to Ethernet are Fast Ethernet and Gigabit Ethernet.

Ethernet slot time
The time it takes for an Ethernet frame to traverse the network diameter.

Ethertype

The data contained in the payload of a MAC frame.
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Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

F
FA(foreign agent)

•

An agent on routers or Layer 3 switches that aids the MN in determining it has roamed
and in receiving packets from the HA.
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Occurs when the power level of the signal drops because of various environmental
factors.
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Fast Ethernet
The IEEE 802.3u standard for 100 Mbps network operation.
Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
FCS (frame check sequence)
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
A field in MAC frames to determine whether an error has occurred during transmission.
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efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
FHSS(frequency hopped spread spectrum)
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
A modulation technique that hops from channel to channel.
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
FSK(frequency shift keying)
A modulation technique that shifts between two frequencies to represent 0s and 1s.

full duplex
A network topology where stations can transmit and receive data simultaneously.
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Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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The IEEE 802.3z and 802.3ab standard for 1000 Mbps network operation.
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A common cellular phone standard.
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deployment
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Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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HA(home agent)

•
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An agent on routers or Layer 3 switches which ensures that a roaming MN receives its
IP packets.
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Optional 802.11e polled access medium mechanism.
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knowledge
need out
to design,
deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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Protocol used by APs to communicate with one another.
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A group of 802.11 stations communicating directly with one another. An IBSS is also
referred to as an ad hoc network because it is essentially a simple peer-to-peer WLAN.
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ICV(integrity

A weak MIC function defined in 802.11. The ICV uses a CRC-32 to provide message
integrity for 802.11 frames.
Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
IRDP (Internet Router Discovery Protocol)
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Protocol used by FAs and HAs to send agent advertisements.
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
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transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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A Cisco-developed EAP authentication type based on Microsoft CHAP (MS-CHAP)
authentication.
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Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
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802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
mutual authentication
Authentication where not only does the network authenticate the client, but the client
also authenticates the network. This authentication is a requirement for 802.11i
authentication.

N–O
NAV(network allocation vector)

•
•

The virtual carrier-sense function for 802.11 stations. The NAV is a timer on every
station that is updated by data frames transmitted on the medium. A station wanting to
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nonce
Number once. A number that is used only one time, primarily for cryptographic
functions such as authentication or encryption.
Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
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can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

P
passive scanning
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Scanning where the client does not transmit any frames but rather listens for beacon
frames on each channel. The client continues to change channels at a set interval, just
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PCF (point coordination function)
Mode of medium access for 802.11 BSSs where the AP (or point coordinator) polls PCFpollable stations for data to transmit.
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flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
PTK(pairwise transient key)
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
The key used for link layer encryption in 802.11i networks.
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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The cryptographic engine used for WEP encryption.

receiver sensitivity
Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
The minimum signal level for the receiver to be able to decode the received signal.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
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Wireless
LANs connect
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

S
Shared Key authentication

•
•

A challenge/challenge-response authentication type included in the 802.11 standard
where a WEP key is the shared secret.
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The shortest amount of time stations wait before attempting to access the medium. A
SIFS is typically used to manage frames. For example, after a station receives a data
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flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
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while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
A multiport Ethernet bridge that typically uses hardware acceleration to increase the
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
performance of switching Ethernet frames between collision domains.
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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An encryption and MIC algorithm included in the 802.11i standard that uses per-frame
keys and lightweight message integrity to fix weaknesses in the WEP and ICV functions
of in the 802.11 standard.
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Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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A new technology that provides very high data rates through the use of very short
durations and very low power pulses.
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WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
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Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
802.11 WLANs 2nd

Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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frame)LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.
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Master the basics in designing, building, and managing a Cisco Aironet WLAN.
Master the basics of Wireless LANs with this concise design and deployment guide
Understand implementation issues for a variety of environments including vertical,
SOHO, and enterprise networks
Learn design and troubleshooting advice from real-world case studies
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals gives networking engineers and IT professionals the
knowledge they need to design, deploy, manage, and troubleshoot their own wireless localarea networks (WLANs). Starting with an overview of the technology and architecture of
WLANs, the book goes on to explain services and advanced features that such applications
can provide. Most importantly, it provides practical design guidance and deployment
recommendations.
Wireless LANs connect computer networks via radio transmissions instead of traditional
phone lines or cables. Benefits to these systems go well beyond getting rid of all the cables
and wires. Campus networks can grow geographically larger while still retaining all their
efficiency and speed. Additionally, cost savings can be realized when third-party phone lines
are no longer necessary, saving the cost of line rental and equipment upkeep. Finally,
flexibility in campus network design increases significantly for the networking professional,
while the network accessibility and usefulness increases for the individual users.
802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals helps networking professionals realize these benefits by
helping them understand how to design, build, and maintain these networks, as well as how
to justify their value within organizations.

